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ABSTRACT

Porous silicon (PSi) is a versatile optical material that is formed by electrochemically etching bulk Silicon (Si). The refractive index of PSi is readily modulated by the electrochemical current density, making PSi inherently applicable to gradient refractive index (GRIN) applications. A GRIN broadly refers to a spatially-varying refractive index, whether discrete or continuous in nature, which offers a means for strategically controlling the flow of electromagnetic radiation. As such, GRINs are useful in different fields such as photonic crystals (PhCs) and transformation optics (TO) for applications including—but not limited to—light sources, imaging, optical communication, and solar energy conversion. This dissertation focuses on utilizing PSi as a platform for GRIN photonics.

A modified transfer-printing method was developed to modularly assembly hybrid PSi microcavities (MCs) comprised of a foreign, light-emitting cavity material sandwiched between PSi 1D PhC reflectors formed from flat Si wafers. These hybrid light-emitting MCs were imparted with tunability by the introduction of a PSi cavity coupling layer.

Next, Si wafers were patterned with conventional microfabrication techniques to provide a shape-defined path for PSi formation. The shape-defined process has realized light-focusing GRIN square micro-columns with potential on-chip applicability, as well as cylindrical GRIN microlens arrays that could be useful for integration with detector pixels or light-sheet microscopes.

Finally, work was conducted on utilizing PSi templates to create visibly transparent GRIN photonic elements. This concept is demonstrated by a combination of thermal oxidation, to create transparent porous silicon dioxide (PSiO$_2$), and infiltration with titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) by atomic layer deposition, forming optically tunable discrete and continuous PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ composite GRINs.
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1.1 Porous silicon

The discovery of porous silicon (PSi) dates back to the mid-1950s and the work of Uhlir at Bell Labs focused on electropolishing silicon (Si) in a hydrofluoric acid (HF) electrolyte. The brown-colored film that resulted during Si anodization conditions was observed again a few years later in a follow-up study by Turner. It turns out that Uhlir and Turner unveiled a regime of Si anodization in which Si can be etched with a porous microstructure rather than uniformly removed.

1.1.1 Formation and microstructure

The process of Si anodization consists of a Si wafer serving as the working electrode of an electrochemical cell with a HF-based electrolyte (Figure 1.1). A positive voltage drives positive charge carriers (i.e., “holes”, designated as $h^+$) in the semiconducting Si to the Si/electrolyte interface where the Si is (electrically) oxidized and subsequently removed in its chemical interaction with the HF.

![Figure 1.1. An electrochemical cell used for Si anodization. Image reproduced from](image-url)
At larger current densities where electropolishing occurs, Si anodization is a four-hole process\(^5\) with the net electrochemical reaction

\[
Si + 6 F^- + 4 h^+ \rightarrow SiF_6^{2-} \tag{1.1}
\]

Consequently, the entire Si surface in contact with the electrolyte is uniformly oxidized and removed. However, as Uhlir and Turner inadvertently demonstrated, at lower current densities the Si anodization reaction becomes a two-hole process with a net electrochemical reaction of

\[
Si + 6 F^- + 2 H^+ + 2 h^+ \rightarrow SiF_6^{2-} + H_2 \tag{1.2}
\]

The result is that the oxidation and removal of Si occur in an incomplete, anisotropic fashion that leaves behind a PSi microstructure\(^5\).

PSi is, relative to the underlying bulk Si substrate, electrically “dead” and inert to further electrochemical etching\(^6\). As a result, electrochemical etching will only proceed where bulk Si and electrolyte are interfaced. This localized nature of the electrochemical process adds a level of versatility to PSi technology in that it enables free-standing thin films. This is accomplished by first operating in the electrochemical etching regime of Si anodization to generate a PSi thin film and then abruptly transitioning to the electropolishing regime, which breaks the PSi/Si interface\(^7\) (Figure 1.2) and allows the PSi to be easily displaced from the Si wafer\(^8\).

The microstructure of the resulting PSi, specifically the pore size, is a function of both the type (n or p) and concentration of the Si wafer doping\(^9\). The work in this dissertation relies on highly-doped (resistivity < 0.05 \(\Omega\) cm) p-type (100) Si wafers, resulting in a mesoporous (pore diameter ~ 2 – 50 nm) architecture (Figure 1.3). The porosity (i.e., void fraction) is determined by the applied etching current density (for a given set of wafer properties and electrolyte chemistry) and increases with increasing current density, providing a simple knob to tune not only the
microstructure of PSi, but also its many physical properties\textsuperscript{10} between the extrema defined by its constituents: Si and air.

\textbf{Figure 1.2.} The anodization of Si features two distinct regions: the PSi formation region and the electropolishing region. When operating in the PSi formation region, Si is imparted with nanoscale porosity such as that shown in the lower left SEM image. The electropolishing region, on the other hand, uniformly removes Si in an isotropic fashion. Consequently, if the anodization process is transitioned from PSi formation to electropolishing, then the interface between the PSi film and the underlying bulk Si substrate is broken, depicted by the white trace in the lower right SEM image. Adapted from\textsuperscript{4}
Figure 1.3. (a) Top and (b) cross-section SEM images displaying the nanoscale pores of mesoporous PSi etched from a highly-doped ($\rho < 0.01$ Ω cm) p-type (100) Si wafer.

1.1.2 Optical properties

Although the tunability of PSi extends to various physical properties, the optical properties of PSi have gained the material system the most renown and are the focus of this dissertation. The intense interest in PSi as an optical material came about due to a pair of discoveries at the start of the 1990s by Canham\textsuperscript{11} and Goesele\textsuperscript{12}. Canham’s observation of efficient photoluminescence at visible wavelengths from PSi\textsuperscript{11} along with Goesele’s report of quantum confinement effects manifest in PSi absorption\textsuperscript{12} set off a firestorm of work to explore PSi as an enabling technology for Si-based light sources\textsuperscript{13,14}. Despite progress to this end, interest in PSi for integrated optoelectronics\textsuperscript{15,16} eventually subsided owing to shortcomings in performance.

While interest in PSi light-emitting technology has dissipated, it was demonstrated during the mid-1990s that PSi could be used to form porous superlattices\textsuperscript{17} by modulating the electrochemical etching current density during formation so as to generate a (periodic) porosity (and thus refractive index) gradient along the depth of the PSi film. These PSi superlattices (Figure 1.4) were shown to exhibit well-defined optical signatures\textsuperscript{18} reminiscent of optical superlattices like distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs). This ability to electrochemically define the
refractive index, coupled with the sensitivity of PSi’s optical properties to foreign media penetrating its void space\textsuperscript{19}, has significantly shaped the landscape of PSi research for the last twenty-plus years, which has largely focused on PSi as a platform for sensing with photonic architectures such as DBRs\textsuperscript{20,21}, Rugate filters\textsuperscript{22–24}, interferometric thin films\textsuperscript{25,26}, slab waveguides\textsuperscript{27,28}, and optical microcavities\textsuperscript{29,30}.

**Figure 1.4.** The application of a time-varying current waveform during PSi formation (left) can form an optical superlattice structure (middle) that can exhibit distinct features in their optical reflectance and transmittance spectra (right). These spectra are sensitive to the presence of foreign media penetrating the porous architecture, which has been used as a highly sensitive platform for detecting various analytes.

The refractive index modulation of PSi has also been applied in non-sensing capacities to generate photonic architectures such as omnidirectional reflectors\textsuperscript{31,32}, anti-reflection coatings integrated with Si solar cells\textsuperscript{33}, lens-like thin films\textsuperscript{34,35}, and diffractive optics\textsuperscript{36,37}. PSi-based DBRs
have drawn consideration for use within optical interconnects\textsuperscript{38–41}, while microcavities have been shown to strongly modify the spontaneous emission of nanoscale emitters dispersed within the monolithic PSi microstructure\textsuperscript{42–47}. Additionally, the ability to electrochemically detach PSi from its Si host substrate has enabled free-standing devices\textsuperscript{48,49} and motivated efforts to modularly integrate functional PSi within more complex photonic device architectures by way of techniques like biofunctionalization-driven assembly\textsuperscript{50,51} and dry removal lithography\textsuperscript{52,53}.

1.1.3 Additional applications

The versatility of PSi extends beyond optics-related applications, with the emergence of many applications pre-dating any consideration of light-matter interaction within PSi. In the 1970s, PSi found use within a new dielectric isolation technique for bipolar integrated circuits\textsuperscript{54} and again in 1981 for dielectric isolation of lateral p-n junctions\textsuperscript{55}. By the late-1980s, PSi had become a popular for its applicability to silicon-on-insulator technology\textsuperscript{56,57} and in the 1990s was shown to be an excellent platform for the epitaxial growth of monocrystalline Si thin films\textsuperscript{58}, which has been further developed for transferring thin film crystalline Si solar cells\textsuperscript{59}. Since then, PSi has also found a home in a number of microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technologies\textsuperscript{60}.

The biocompatibility of PSi\textsuperscript{61} has generated additional opportunities for the material system. Drug delivery\textsuperscript{62,63} is among the applications of interest, while cell/tissue culturing/engineering\textsuperscript{64,65} have also been pursued. PSi has also played something of a passive role in this space, recently serving as a platform for transient electronic sensors designed to operate in the brain\textsuperscript{66}. Overall, PSi is a well-studied material system with an impressive track record across a vast scientific landscape, of which the above is but a small dose. Interested readers are encouraged to explore relevant reviews\textsuperscript{10,67} and books\textsuperscript{68,69} to gather a more complete and comprehensive overview.
1.2 Gradient refractive index optics and photonics

Broadly, the term gradient refractive index (GRIN) can be applied to any arbitrary, spatially-varying refractive index, whether discrete or continuous in nature. Light propagation through a GRIN does not follow a straight line, which explains naturally observed optical illusions like mirages. As such, strategic GRINs in the form of discrete GRIN photonic crystals, and continuous GRIN transformation optics can control the flow of electromagnetic radiation for assorted applications including light sources, imaging, optical communication, and solar energy conversion.

1.2.1 Discrete gradients: photonic crystals

Photonic crystals (PhCs) owe their functionality to a periodic refractive index that is spatially-varying at a scale on the order of the wavelength of light (Figure 1.5). This generates a photonic bandgap (PBG) when the multiple, coherent scattering events within the periodic structure destructively interfere in the forward direction\(^70\), leaving the frequencies of light within the PBG incapable of freely propagating through the structure. Notable applications that utilize PBGs are dielectric mirrors/filters\(^71\), guided resonance waveguides\(^72\), and suppressed emission\(^73\) (due to a suppressed density of optical states within the PBG, which, because of the conservation of the total integrated number of states, notably leads to enhancement at the edge of the PBG\(^74\)).

In spite of the electric field profiles for frequencies within the PBG being evanescent in nature\(^75\), they can couple into modes formed by defects in the PhC lattice that localize the electromagnetic energy, as predicted by John\(^76\). These localized defect modes expand the application space of PhCs. For example, a planar defect in a 1D PhC forms a miniature Fabry-Perot cavity that is the basis for vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs)\(^77,78\) (Figure 1.6) and distributed Feedback lasers (DFBs)\(^79\).
Figure 1.5. PhCs are formed by a 1-, 2-, or 3D periodic modulation of the refractive index. The refractive index modulation generates coherent scattering events that inhibit the propagation of a band of frequencies through the crystal. This is the origin of the so-called “photonic band gap”, similar to the electronic band gaps discussed in solid-state physics. Adapted from\textsuperscript{75}

Defects in 2D and 3D PhCs can similarly form low-threshold laser cavities\textsuperscript{80}; however, they also enable the formation of complex waveguide pathways for on-chip optical circuitry\textsuperscript{81,82}. Additionally, PBG-based light confinement applied to optical fibers generates single-mode operation at any wavelength (i.e., “endlessly single-mode”)\textsuperscript{83}. While PhCs (especially 3D) have arguably failed to make the broad, immediate, industrial impact that was anticipated, the promise of controlled light-matter interaction is likely to continue motivating researchers for years to come.

Figure 1.6. Basic optical layout of a vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL). The “action region” represents the optical cavity located between two Bragg reflectors, also known as 1D PhCs. The cavity represents a perturbation in the PhC periodicity, which enables energy localization. Reproduced from\textsuperscript{84}
1.2.2 Continuous gradients: transformation optics

Transformation optics (TO) obtains its functionality—and name—from coordinate transformation-based refractive index distributions designed to strongly manipulate light propagation\cite{85,86}. The desired path is defined as isotropic propagation in a virtual coordinate space. The mathematical operations describing the virtual to real (i.e., Cartesian \(x,y,z\)) space transformation are then applied to a material’s properties (i.e., permittivity and permeability)\cite{87,88}, generating a complex spatial variation\cite{89} that sends electromagnetic energy along the targeted trajectory (Figure 1.7).

![Figure 1.7](image)

Figure 1.7. (a) Transformation optics design starts with assuming that the light propagation is isotropic in a Cartesian coordinate system. (b) In the region of interest (dashed circle), the desired light propagation trajectory is defined and assumed to be isotropic within a virtual coordinate system described by a mathematical transformation of the initial Cartesian coordinate system. (c) Application of the mathematical transformations mentioned in (b) to the previously homogeneous material properties (i.e. the permittivity, \(\varepsilon\), and the permeability, \(\mu\)) in the region of interest generates a material (solid circle) with spatially varying \(\varepsilon\) and \(\mu\) that will guide light along the designed path. Adapted from\cite{87}

The power of TO is in taking seemingly far-fetched applications and putting their realization within closer reach than once considered possible. The ultimate example is the concept of cloaking, which can render objects invisible when surrounded by an appropriately designed medium\cite{90,91,92} (Figure 1.8). Additionally, TO-based elements provide an attractive route to directing
energy flow for high-efficiency photovoltaics comprised of multi-junction solar cell modules in which each respective bandgap cell is electrically isolated from all the other cells\textsuperscript{93}. Unfortunately, fabrication is often hindered by the required anisotropy and broadband spectral performance complicated by the use of narrowband resonance metamaterial building blocks\textsuperscript{94}. Restricting the design space enables more practically achievable designs thanks to minimal anisotropy (quasi-conformal mapping\textsuperscript{95,96}) or only needing a GRIN of isotropic dielectrics (conformal mapping\textsuperscript{85,97}).

![Figure 1.8.](image)

\textbf{Figure 1.8.} (a) 2D cross-section and (b) 3D view of light ray trajectories in a TO cloaking medium. The rays are diverted around the cloaked volume and returned to their original trajectory, seemingly unperturbed to observers. Reproduced from\textsuperscript{86}

Restricting one’s design space to conventional dielectric materials certainly does create performance limitations\textsuperscript{98} for more advanced TO concepts, but there is still utility in this practice. Within an optically inhomogeneous medium, Fermat’s principle indicates that light follows a curvilinear path\textsuperscript{99}, meaning that even a purely dielectric GRIN possesses the ability to control light propagation. Optical fibers can exploit this with a GRIN that reduces modal dispersion and enhances information capacity\textsuperscript{100}. The application of a GRIN to other conventional elements like lenses similarly enables superior imaging performance\textsuperscript{101} by mitigating (or even eliminating) geometrical aberrations\textsuperscript{102}. Moreover, an appropriate radially-varying GRIN can impart an
otherwise optically uninteresting geometry like a slab of glass with the optical power of a lens (Figure 1.9), as reportedly first demonstrated by Wood\textsuperscript{103}.

Figure 1.9. A GRIN lens uses a parabolic GRIN profile (left) to focus light. Reproduced from\textsuperscript{104}

GRIN lenses of this nature have not only been realized, but have found widespread usage in various optical systems such as those associated with scanners/photocopiers\textsuperscript{105,106}, fiber optics\textsuperscript{107}, and endoscopes\textsuperscript{108}. Microscale GRIN elements are also coveted for on-chip integration within photonic integrated circuits because an ability to facilitate high-efficiency fiber-to-chip coupling\textsuperscript{102,109} and generate small photonic mode volumes\textsuperscript{110}. Overall, the field of TO as a whole (dielectric GRINs included) figures to remain an interesting and relevant area of optical science and the pursuit of unprecedented control over light propagation for applications such as optical communications and energy harvesting.

1.3 References


CHAPTER 2

TRANSFER-PRINTING OF TUNABLE POROUS SILICON MICROCAVITIES WITH EMBEDDED LIGHT EMITTERS

2.1 Introduction and Motivation

Porous silicon (PSi) is formed by electrochemically etching silicon (Si) in a hydrofluoric acid-based electrolyte, with the resultant porosity (i.e., void fraction) determined by the applied current density, etch solution chemistry, and silicon doping\(^2\). This material first drew considerable attention for its visible photoluminescence at room temperature\(^3,4\) leading to consideration of Si-based light sources for optoelectronics\(^5,6\). But, the research that followed was unable to advance PSi light-emitting technology to a level of performance meriting widespread implementation. PSi was, however, found to be a very versatile optical material, in particular for sensing applications\(^7–9\), because its effective refractive index, and thus optical properties, can be modulated by foreign materials that enter the porous network\(^10–12\). Porosity variations induced by time-varying etching currents enable the formation of high-quality superlattices\(^13\) with pronounced optical signatures, including high quality-factor (Q-factor) microcavities\(^14,15\) with the potential to function as resonant cavities for lasers\(^16\).

The versatility and optical properties of PSi microcavities, coupled with highly efficient emitters, may provide a new platform for realizing the strong light emission manipulation required for lasers\(^17\), displays\(^18\), and quantum information processing\(^19,20\). However, to date, emission modification efforts using PSi microcavities have relied heavily on the limited scope of emitters that can either be embedded into the mesoporous structure\(^21–26\) or implanted into the Si wafer used

* Content in this chapter was previously published by the author and reproduced with permission\(^1\)
to fabricate the PSi\textsuperscript{27}. While these efforts have shown promise, lack of spatial control of the emitter distribution may lead to fluorescence quenching due to energy transfer among the emitters, or between the emitters and the PSi surface\textsuperscript{28–30}. Fabrication of hybrid structures comprised of a well-defined, high-quality emitting cavity layer introduced between a top and bottom PSi distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) can address the above issues, potentially bridging the gap between PSi photonics and optoelectronic devices. Prior to the work here, realization of PSi hybrid microcavities has been hindered by difficulties in transferring fragile PSi films from a donor substrate to an acceptor substrate without damage. Methods of assembling PSi photonic devices have been proposed, including dry-removal lithography\textsuperscript{31} and biofunctionalization-driven self-assembly\textsuperscript{32}. However, these techniques have been geared towards the formation of PSi-based sensing arrays that lack the optical properties required for emission modification\textsuperscript{33,34}. Recently, approaches based on transfer-printing have successfully enabled a broad variety of heterogeneously integrated optoelectronic and photonic systems\textsuperscript{35–38}. In these methods, the kinetically controlled adhesion between the elastomeric stamp and the object to be transferred allows for high-quality assemblies over a large area.

Here, we demonstrate that high-quality PSi hybrid microcavities can easily be constructed using a modified transfer-printing technique, enabling strongly controlled emission from any variety of emitters, from quantum dots to solid-state thin-films. By introducing a PSi cavity coupling layer in addition to the PSi DBR mirrors, the hybrid microcavity resonance can be both globally tuned and spatially modulated.

2.2 Printing hybrid porous silicon microcavities

Transfer-printing assembly is a pick-and-place method that uses an elastomeric stamp, commonly polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), as the carrier element\textsuperscript{36}. Our initial efforts to transfer-
print free-standing PSi were unsuccessful due to the strong adhesion of PSi to the PDMS stamp, making damage-free transfer of the PSi film to a new substrate in an optically flat, planar configuration difficult. The adhesion strength was decreased by a standard silanization procedure\textsuperscript{39,40} to the surface of the PDMS stamp. The treated stamp still offers sufficient viscoelasticity\textsuperscript{36} to enable successful retrieval and printing of a free-standing PSi DBR film (Figure 2.1).

**Figure 2.1.** Schematic illustrating the general process flow for the assembly of PSi-based hybrid microcavities. The process features sequential printings of SU-8 photoresist and a free-standing PSi DBR atop an as-fabricated PSi DBR. The result is a PSi/polymer hybrid microcavity with the cross-sectional structure depicted at the right.

A $\frac{\lambda}{2}$ PSi-based hybrid microcavity was constructed by assembling a PSi/polymer hybrid (Figure 2.1). The polymer, an ~500 nm thick SU-8 photoresist film, was printed onto a PSi DBR consisting of 15 pairs of alternating high (~2.4) and low (~1.7) refractive index layers (Figure 2.2a, b). Next, another PSi DBR with the same index contrast, but only 11 lattice periods, and thus slightly lower in reflectance, is transfer-printed onto the SU-8 cavity layer (Figure 2.2c, d).
2.2e displays a cross-section of such a hybrid microcavity, showing that the printed SU-8 layer forms smooth, distinct interfaces with the PSi.

**Figure 2.2.** (a-d) Optical micrographs displaying the top view of the PSi/polymer hybrid microcavity at different stages of the assembly process shown in Figure 8 including (a) the as-fabricated PSi DBR (green region), (b) after printing an SU-8 polymer film atop the PSi DBR and the surrounding Si substrate, (c) after picking up a detached PSi DBR with a silane-treated PDMS stamp, and (d) the final PSi/polymer/PSi sandwich structure. (e) SEM image of a cross-section of the final PSi/polymer hybrid structure, (inset) higher magnification SEM image focusing on the cavity layer showing the high quality of the interfaces.

The hybrid microcavity is characterized by its reflectance spectrum (**Figure 2.3a**) and a sharp (average full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) = 2.1 nm) cavity mode near the center (1500 nm) of the 300 nm wide DBR stop band is observed. Compared to a monolithically etched PSi microcavity with a similar refractive index profile (**Figure 2.3b**), the cavity mode of the printed microcavity is only 0.3 nm wider. The small broadening in the linewidth relative to the monolithic structure is perhaps caused by thickness variations of the SU-8 cavity layer over the measurement spot. **Figure 2.3c** shows the measured cavity mode and mode linewidth across a 9 mm line of the
printed SU-8 cavity. The small deviations in mode position (~6.8 nm) and linewidth (~0.3 nm) demonstrate the ability of this method to assemble large-area, high-quality microcavities.

Figure 2.3. (a) Optical reflectance spectrum of the PSi/polymer hybrid microcavity exhibiting a sharp dip in the middle of the DBR stop band around 1500 nm, confirming the presence of the cavity mode. (b) Comparison of the resonant cavity mode of the printed microcavity with a monolithic PSi microcavity showing the similar optical response of the printed and monolithic devices. (c) Spectral position and linewidth of the cavity mode across the sample.

2.3 Incorporating external emitters

The high optical quality of the hybrid microcavity makes it a strong candidate for controlling the emission of a light-emitter. The polymer cavity can serve as a host to any emitters that can be dispersed in a polymer matrix (e.g. organic dye molecules, colloidal quantum dots, and rare earth nanocrystals)\textsuperscript{41,42}. As an example, a PSi/polymer microcavity is formed with PbS...
quantum dots (QDs) dispersed in the SU-8 cavity layer (Figure 2.4a). The microcavity resonance strongly influences the original, broad emission (FWHM ~100 nm) of the embedded PbS QDs (Figure 2.4b), significantly redistributing the emission spectrum in the normal direction to a ~2.1 nm FWHM at 1198 nm. This assembly method clearly permits the construction of high-quality structures containing spatially localized emitters in a specifically controlled chemical environment. Because formation of the emitter layer is decoupled from the assembly process, the emitters can be dispersed in a preferred matrix for controlling the physical dispersion to avoid undesirable energy transfer processes that lead to fluorescence quenching.

Figure 2.4. (a) Schematic of a printed PSi microcavity with a SU-8 cavity layer doped with PbS QDs. (b) Emission of SU-8 doped with PbS QDs within a hybrid cavity compared to a bare, QD-doped SU-8 film.

Another major attribute of printing-based assembly is the ease of incorporating a solid-state thin-film emitter, such as a group III-V compound semiconductor. Although promising hybrid light-emitting devices consisting of Si and group III-V semiconductors have been demonstrated, they primarily operate below the Si bandgap (λ > 1100 nm) to reduce the absorption loss from Si. The use of PSi can broaden the spectral range of operation, as it exhibits considerably less absorption above the Si bandgap due to the reduced absorbing volume and the
increased effective electronic bandgap. Here, we provide demonstration of a PSi/III-V hybrid microcavity light-emitting module that operates at energies above the Si bandgap. Figure 2.5a illustrates the structural layout of a hybrid microcavity featuring an ~1200 nm thick heterogeneous GaAs film. The interfacial SU-8 layers in the structure ensure the complete printing of both the GaAs layer and the top PSi DBR, allow control over the total cavity length, and provide extra optical confinement in the emitting layer due to their high refractive index contrast with respect to GaAs.

Figure 2.5. (a) Schematic of transfer-printed PSi/GaAs hybrid emitting structure. (b) Emission data from the bare GaAs structure and the GaAs structure after incorporation in two different cavities, showing a clear modification of the emission of the GaAs by the microcavity.

Figure 2.5b compares the emission spectrum of bare GaAs with those from two separate hybrid microcavities possessing different cavity lengths. The first microcavity’s emission peak is near the center of the GaAs emission spectrum (FWHM ~30 nm) and features an 8.4 nm FWHM at 870 nm. The second microcavity structure is constructed with a larger SU-8 thickness that shifts the microcavity resonance to the tail of the GaAs emission spectrum. This leads to a strongly modified emission with a 0.85 nm FWHM at 902 nm, corresponding to a Q-factor (Q = λ₀ / Δλ) of
Assuming no absorption in the cavity layer, the calculated mode linewidths of the two microcavities are 0.7 nm (first) and 0.5 nm (second), respectively, suggesting that the broader linewidth of the first microcavity is likely dominated by the re-absorption of emitted photons within the GaAs layer at 870 nm and not a result of the printing process or absorption by the PSi DBRs.

### 2.4 Microcavity resonance tuning

The ease with which the effective refractive index of PSi can be modulated not only enables the formation of microcavity structures, but also provides a simple route to cavity tuning\textsuperscript{23,24}. To add tuning to a non-porous polymer or a solid-state cavity layer, the top and bottom DBRs are modified by introducing an additional, monolithic PSi layer above and below the cavity layer. We term this layer the cavity coupling layer (CCL), as it couples with the cavity layer to produce a resonant mode spectrally positioned at

\[
    m\lambda = n_1 d_1 + n_2 d_2 + n_3 d_3
\]

where \( m \) is a half-integer multiple, representing the order of the cavity mode, and \( n_i d_i \) is the optical thickness of the \( i^{th} \) layer. The CCL provides a facile route to tune the resonant mode of the assembled hybrid microcavity through gradual infiltration of its mesoporous structure with a conformal deposition tool such as atomic layer deposition (ALD). Figure 2.6a illustrates a 2\( \lambda \) microcavity consisting of two CCLs and a SU-8 layer doped with PbS QDs. Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) is deposited into the top half of the structure at 1.2 Å per ALD cycle (the solid emitter layer blocks deposition of Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) into the bottom half of the structure).
Figure 2.6. (a) Schematic of a hybrid microcavity with CCL (green) and PbS QD-doped SU-8 layer (gray with red circles). (b) Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) ALD gradually increases the optical thickness of the PSi CCL, globally red-shifting the emission of the hybrid cavity until the porous network is pinched off (~ 20 ALD cycles).

The Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) deposition gradually increases the CCL optical thickness, causing the position of the emission peak to red-shift ~0.9 nm per cycle from its initial position at 1145 nm. The peak eventually settles around 1163 nm after 20 cycles (Figure 2.6b), suggesting that the mesoporous network has undergone pinch-off.\(^{47}\) Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) infiltration of a simple 15-period DBR structure confirms that the stopband shift does not occur at the expense of the DBR photonic strength (Figure 2.7), and thus Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) infiltration does not broaden or diminish the strength of the resonant mode of a microcavity structure.
Figure 2.7. A DBR experiences a shift in its stop band position as a result of exposure to Al$_2$O$_3$ ALD. While the stop band red-shifts with Al$_2$O$_3$ ALD, the photonic strength of the mirror remains near unity.

The magnitude of this spectral shifting is linearly proportional to the product of the optical thickness fraction of CCL (i.e., CCL optical thickness relative to total cavity optical thickness) and the refractive index of the material introduced during ALD. Based upon the shift in the cavity mode position, the effective refractive index of the CCL increases from ~1.7 to ~1.83. The filling fraction of Al$_2$O$_3$ introduced can be determined with the three-component Bruggeman effective medium model given by

$$0 = \phi_{Si} \left( \frac{n_{Si}^2 - n_{CCL}^2}{n_{Si}^2 + 2n_{CCL}^2} \right) + \phi_{Al_2O_3} \left( \frac{n_{Al_2O_3}^2 - n_{CCL}^2}{n_{Al_2O_3}^2 + 2n_{CCL}^2} \right) + (1 - \phi_{Si} - \phi_{Al_2O_3}) \left( \frac{1 - n_{CCL}^2}{1 + 2n_{CCL}^2} \right)$$  (2.2)

where $\phi$ represents the volume fraction and $n$ the refractive index of the indicated material components, respectively. Before filling, the porosity is calculated to be ~65% assuming that $n_{Si}$ is 3.53. Further calculation determined that after pinch-off of the microcavity structure, the CCL is comprised of 14% Al$_2$O$_3$ ($n_{Al_2O_3} \approx 1.66$) by volume. A larger tuning range could be attained either by increasing the CCL fraction (currently the top CCL accounts for 18% of the total cavity optical thickness) or by infiltrating the CCL with higher refractive index materials such as HfO$_2$, 31
TiO$_2$, or Si (Figure 2.8). While techniques such as ALD permanently shift the cavity mode, reversible tuning based on dynamic control of the infiltration may be possible. Reversible shifts in the optical response of PSi films have, for example, already been demonstrated by infiltration with various solvent vapors.$^{49,50}$

![Figure 2.8](image)

**Figure 2.8.** (a) The calculated evolution of a PSi CCL’s effective refractive index as a function of filling fraction for the indicated materials (all of which can be deposited via ALD or CVD). (b) The calculated evolution of the spectral position of the resonant cavity mode of a PSi structure as a function of the filling fraction of the material infiltrating the CCL of the structure.

The microcavity resonance can be spatially modulated by using a CCL with a gradient optical thickness (GROT), providing spatial variation of the cavity mode. Because both the refractive index and formation rate of PSi are determined by the local current density$^{51}$, a simple GROT CCL can be produced by a spatially-varying current density that is introduced through the electrode configuration used to form the CCL.$^{52}$ Here, a Pt ring electrode that resides ~25 mm from the sample is first used to generate a uniform current density distribution during the formation of the PSi DBR. This electrode is then replaced by a Pt wire ~1 mm above the sample, giving rise to a strong radial variation in the current density that produces the GROT CCL. In this design, the PSi DBR and the GROT CCL form a continuous, monolithic structure. **Figure 2.9a** is the optical
image of one such monolithic structure prior to PSi microcavity assembly. The optical thickness variation is apparent from the CCL side, as visually manifested by the interference fringes. We note that the DBR should be electrochemically etched before the GROT CCL is etched, because the spatially non-uniform formation of the GROT CCL will result in a non-uniform DBR.

Figure 2.9. (a) Optical image of a PSi CCL formed with a GROT to spatially modulate the cavity resonance. The GROT is apparent from the appearance of the radially-symmetric fringes seen from a GROT-containing PSi CCL and underlying PSi DBR that has been retrieved with a PDMS stamp for printing. (b) Optical response of a GROT PSi CCL in a cavity configuration showing spatial modulation of the cavity resonance spectral position by ~ 140 nm. A schematic of the structure is shown in the inset.

A microcavity with symmetric GROT CCLs is fabricated on a glass substrate via double-printing (see 2.) and consists of a top DBR (11 pairs) with a GROT CCL component, a 500 nm thick SU-8 layer, and a bottom DBR (15 pairs) with a GROT CCL component (Figure 2.9b, inset). Figure 2.9 shows the spatial distribution of the cavity mode across the entire sample. The two GROT CCLs have identical, radially-varying optical thickness profiles and, together with the SU-8 layer, produce a $\frac{3\lambda}{2}$ microcavity at the center of the sample. The spatial resonance modulation is
designed so that the optical thickness of the microcavity decreases when moving away from the center, eventually blue-shifting the cavity mode ~140 nm from the center to the edge.

An interesting aspect of a GROT CCL is the possibility for introducing different solid-state emitters specifically designed for the local microcavity resonance where they are placed. As a simple demonstration, three separate GaAs thin film emitters are printed ~1 mm apart (Figure 2.10a) in a microcavity containing a GROT CCL. The emission is collected at the center of each module, which shows that the GROT CCL blue-shifts the modified emission peaks as the total cavity optical thickness decreases from module 1 to module 3 (Figure 2.10b).

Figure 2.10. (a) Optical image of a GROT PSi CCL structure containing three distinct GaAs light emitting modules. (b) The GROT CCL spatially modulates the GaAs emission, resulting in spectrally distinct emission from each of the light emitting modules.

2.5 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that a modified transfer-printing technique enables the formation of high-quality, PSi-based hybrid microcavities compatible with several classes of light emitters. The versatility of this assembly method was demonstrated by applying it to a hybrid structure of PSi DBRs containing a PbS QD-doped polymer cavity and a PSi/III-V hybrid microcavity light-emitting module operating at energies above the bandgap of bulk Si. Using a properly designed
gain medium, such as a III-V multi-quantum-well structure\textsuperscript{37}, we speculate that it may even be possible to realize coherent light sources in the 900 nm \textendash{} 1100 nm wavelength regime using PSi hybrid microcavities. Using a PSi CCL, PSi’s inherent index modulation capabilities provided a mechanism for manipulating the hybrid microcavity’s resonant cavity mode and emission spectrum. Global tuning of the emission of a hybrid microcavity containing PbS QDs over a spectral range of 18 nm was possible by using Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ALD to infiltrate and thus change the effective optical thickness of the homogeneous CCL. The conformal, atomic-scale infiltration also offers a powerful knob to finely control the spectral shift of the resonant mode. Spatial porosity variations in the form of a GROT CCL enabled spatial resonance modulation generating three emission peaks at distinct spectral positions from each of three GaAs emitter modules located at distinct spatial positions in the hybrid microcavity. The generality of the transfer-printing method, coupled with the unique optical properties of PSi, may offer a new paradigm in the assembly of Si-based photonic architectures for optoelectronic and energy harvesting applications.

2.6 Experimental Methods

2.6.1 Porous silicon fabrication

The PSi DBR was formed from double-side polished, highly-doped (\(\rho \sim 0.01\text{-}0.03 \ \Omega \ cm\)) p-type Si (University Wafers). Etching was carried out in a polypropylene cell with an exposed etch area of \(\sim 1.20 \ cm^2\). Contact to the back of the Si was established with a stainless steel electrode. Current was delivered to the cell by an SP-200 Research Grade Potentiostat/Galvanostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments) and pulsed with a duty cycle of 33\% at a frequency of 1.33 Hz (unless specified otherwise). The high (low) refractive index layer was formed using a current density of 50 (250) mA cm\(^{-2}\), with the applied etching time varied to achieve the appropriate layer optical thickness for the designed stop band position. After etching, all samples were sequentially
rinsed with ethanol and hexanes. The electrolyte was comprised of a 1:1 volume ratio of 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) (Sigma-Aldrich) and 100% ethanol (Decon Labs). A 5 mm diameter Pt-Ir inoculating loop (Thomas Scientific) served as the counter electrode and was located at the center of the cell ~25mm from the etch surface to provide a uniform current density across the sample.

The radial GROT CCLs were formed using an electrolyte comprised of a 1:3 volume ratio of 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) and 100% ethanol. A current density of 15 mA cm\(^{-2}\) was applied, with the Pt-Ir pin electrode placed ~1 mm from the etch surface.

Electropolishing was carried out with an electrolyte comprised of a 1:3 volume ratio of 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) and 100% ethanol. The 5 mm Pt-Ir ring served as the counter electrode and a current density of 300 mA cm\(^{-2}\) was applied with a duty cycle of 20% at a frequency of 0.40 Hz. Before the electrochemically-induced detachment, a stainless steel syringe needle was used to mechanically score and release the edges of the PSi film to allow the film to remain flat for printing. After the electropolishing process, all samples were sequentially rinsed with ethanol and hexanes in a gentle fashion in order to avoid causing the film to be displaced on the Si substrate. Rinsing was followed by drying on a hot plate at 60°C.

2.6.2 Transfer-printing

PDMS stamps (Dow-Sylgard 184) were cast onto flat substrates and cut to dimensions 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm × 5 mm. To transfer the SU-8 film, the stamp was treated with oxygen plasma (600 mTorr, 50 W, 80 s) and subsequently spin-coated with SU-8 2000.5 (MicroChem Corp.) at 2000 rpm for 30 s. The SU-8-PDMS stamp was prebaked in a conventional oven at 65 °C for 5 min and then laminated against the receiver substrate (PSi or GaAs). To facilitate the release of SU-8 layer, both the PDMS and the receiver substrate were heated at 65 °C for 20 min, followed by slow removal of the stamp. To transfer the PSi DBR, the PDMS stamp was treated with oxygen plasma
and then exposed to a fluorinated silane vapor for 1 hour. The stamp was laminated against the lifted-off PSi film and rapidly peeled away from the donor substrate. The PSi film was subsequently printed onto the receiver substrate (SU-8 film) following the above printing procedure.

2.6.3 Quantum dot/SU-8 composite

PbS core QDs (10 mg ml\(^{-1}\) in hexane) were purchased from Evident Technologies. 0.2 ml of the QDs solution was slowly added to 0.75 g 2000.5 SU-8 solution. The resulting solution was subsequently spin-casted onto an oxygen plasma-treated PDMS stamp at 2000 rpm for 30 s. The composite layer was pre-baked at 65 °C for 5 min and finally printed onto the PSi substrate following the procedure described previously.

2.6.4 Assembling symmetric microcavity with gradient optical thickness cavity-coupling layers

Because the GROT CCL is formed after the DBR etching, the bottom component must be double-printed to achieve the proper orientation. This is accomplished by first printing the detached bottom component from one PDMS stamp to another PDMS stamp, where the second stamp is subjected to a lesser silanization treatment and, therefore, possesses greater adhesion with PSi than the initial stamp. The bottom PSi component is subsequently printed onto a glass substrate with a layer of Norland Optical Adhesive (NOA), followed by sequentially printing the SU-8 layer and the top DBR with GROT CCL component.

2.6.5 GaAs thin films

An AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs double heterostructure (DH)\(^{53}\) was formed by growth on a gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrate via metal-organic chemical vapor deposition. This was performed Dr. Chen Zhang, who was graduate student in the research group of Prof. Xiuling Li at the time. The detailed structure (from bottom to top) included the GaAs substrate, a 500 nm
Al$_{0.95}$Ga$_{0.05}$As sacrificial layer, a 5 nm GaAs protection layer, a 100 nm n-Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As ($n = 3 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$), a 1000 nm p-GaAs ($p = 5 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$), a 100 nm p-Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As ($p = 3 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$), and another 5 nm GaAs protection layer. Zn and Si served as p-type and n-type dopants, respectively. The DH devices (size 400 μm × 400 μm) were lithographically fabricated, using H$_3$PO$_4$ (85 wt% in water) / H$_2$O$_2$ (30 wt% in water) / H$_2$O (3:1:25) to etch the GaAs and Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As layers. After removing the Al$_{0.95}$Ga$_{0.05}$As sacrificial layer in an ethanol-rich hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution (ethanol:HF = 1.5:1 by volume), individual DH devices were released from the GaAs wafer and then bonded onto PSi DBR by transfer-printing with a flat PDMS stamp.$^{54}$ A layer of 500 nm SU-8 acted as an adhesive to facilitate printing. Printing was performed in collaboration with Dr. Hailong Ning, a fellow graduate student in the Prof. Paul Braun’s group at the time, and Prof. Xing Sheng, a former post-doctoral researcher from the research group of Prof. John Rogers.

2.6.6 Optical characterization

The reflectance spectrum was collected by a Bruker 70 FTIR system with a 4 X objective and 1.8 mm aperture at the image plane, corresponding to a 200 μm field of view. Both PbS QDs and the GaAs thin films were excited by a 785 nm continuous wave laser diode. The emission of PbS QDs was recorded by a home-made system with a 4X objective and a NIR CCD detector (Horiba, Symphony). The emission of GaAs was measured by a Horiba confocal Raman imaging microscope with a 4X objective and a 200 μm aperture. PbS QD and GaAs characterization were performed in collaboration with Dr. Hailong Ning.

2.7 References


CHAPTER 3
SHAPE-DEFINED FORMATION OF POROUS SILICON GRADIENT REFRACTIVE INDEX SQUARE MICROLENSES

3.1 Introduction and Motivation

Gradient refractive index (GRIN) elements possess spatially-varying refractive indices, endowing them with the ability to send light along curvilinear optical paths, as Fermat’s principle explains, because light travels stationary, extremal trajectories within optically inhomogeneous media\(^1\). This behavior enables powerful optical elements such as Luneburg lenses, which are devoid of geometrical aberrations and offer high efficiency fiber-to-chip coupling\(^2\)–\(^4\). Other designer GRINs are embodied by elements decoupling physical geometry and optical function, such as carpet cloaks\(^5,6\) and flat lenses\(^7\). Flat lenses, particularly flat, Si-based microlenses, are attractive for compact, on-chip optics within the framework of integrated Si photonics\(^7\). Additionally, the presence of coupled birefringent/GRIN effects provide an opportunity for a GRIN element to perform distinct, polarization-selective operations\(^8\). However, to date, conventional processing has confined Si-based GRIN elements to thin, 2D geometries\(^2\)–\(^7\).

Porous silicon (PSi) was initially studied due to its visible luminescence at room temperature\(^9,10\). While PSi has not displaced current emitter technologies, it has established an identity as a versatile optical material\(^11\), as its nanoscale porosity (and thus refractive index) can be modulated during its electrochemical fabrication\(^12,13\). During fabrication, a time-varying etch current density results in a porosity (and thus refractive index) gradient along the etch pathway. This effect has most notably been used to form 1D optical superlattices\(^14,15\) that can be exploited as chemical sensors\(^16\)–\(^19\). Refractive index modulation in 2D or 3D as required for a GRIN element,
however, is more difficult in that it requires a spatially-varying current density. This can be accomplished by using shaped electrodes\textsuperscript{20}, but the approach is limited in that the etch rate of PSi also varies with current density\textsuperscript{21,22}, making flat elements unattainable. Additionally, current spreading in the substrate and electrolyte prevent sharp GRIN variations like those that can be achieved with a time-varying current density. Photo-mediated etching offers an attractive route to arbitrary 2D PSi GRIN structures\textsuperscript{23}, but is restricted to thin (e.g., 2-3 µm) structures due to optical absorption in the PSi.

Here, we fabricate 3D birefringent GRIN micro-optics by electrochemically etching preformed Si microstructures (e.g., square micro-columns) into porous Si (PSi) structures with defined refractive index profiles. These elements perform novel, polarization-dependent optical functions, including splitting and focusing, expanding the use of PSi for a wide range of integrated photonics applications.

### 3.2 Shape-defined porous silicon formation

We suggest that a versatile approach to 3D GRIN elements is to use a defined Si topography to serve as the starting point for the lateral etch required to form a GRIN profile. Now, a time-varying current density generates the GRIN along the PSi etch pathway that initiates at all unmasked Si/electrolyte interfaces (Figure 3.1a). While non-planar electrochemical processing has been shown for Si\textsuperscript{24,25} and Ge\textsuperscript{26}, the previous work only utilized the shape-defined etch pathway to form conventional optical superlattices.
Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic outlining the process by which p-type Si SMCs with n-type caps undergo shape-defined electrochemical etching to endow them with nanoscale porosity that defines the local refractive index. (b) SEM image of a section of an array of Si SMCs subjected to shape-defined PSi formation. (c) SEM cross-section at the top of an etched feature showing how PSi formation proceeds beneath the n-type cap.

Our process begins with a p⁺-type Si wafer doped to form a shallow (~100 nm) n-type surface. Photolithography, followed by deep reactive ion etching, generates an array of microscale elements (e.g., square micro-columns (SMCs)) across the wafer (Figure 3.1b). Electrochemical etching simultaneously converts all of the elements to PSi in a few minutes. The n-type cap restricts PSi formation to the sidewalls, resulting in an etch path and GRIN profile that runs inward from and perpendicular to each of the SMC sidewalls (Figure 3.1c). Changes in the current density, whether discrete or continuous, provide nearly arbitrary refractive index control within the limits determined available for PSi (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2. Dispersion curves associated with PSi fabricated at different current densities as determined by reflectance spectroscopy of thin films on bulk Si substrates. The process for experimentally determining the refractive index of planar PSi films is outlined in Appendix A.

As a demonstration, a SMC (Figure 3.3a) is etched with a current density profile consisting of three discrete segments of 20, 200, and 400 mA cm$^{-2}$, followed by a linear increase from 20 to 400 mA cm$^{-2}$. The resulting GRIN profile (Figure 3.3b) is visibly manifested by the color appearing from the thin-film interference within the SMC’s n-type Si cap. As shown in this demonstration, one can leave a bulk Si core, further extending the accessible refractive index range and providing possibilities for exotic devices coupling GRINs with functional Si.

As is common for (100) mesoporous PSi, the pores align in domains with their long axis normal to the surface where they initiated, creating, for the SMC, four domains with aligned pores that converge at the center of the element (Figure 3.4). This has interesting optical implications, as PSi has been reported to possess a large positive birefringence ($n_e - n_o \approx 0.1 - 0.2$) with the optic axis defined by the pore orientation$^{28,29}$. Henceforth, for simplicity, we assume a constant value of $n_e - n_o = 0.15$. 
Figure 3.3. (a) Reflection-mode optical micrograph from the top of an ~18 µm PSi SMC with an arbitrary GRIN. The coloration is a result of thin-film interference effects within the n-type Si cap, which are modulated by the underlying GRIN of the PSi SMC. (b) The trace of the GRIN profile along the dashed red line in (a).

Figure 3.4. Low (left) and higher (right) magnification SEM image at the base of a fully-etched PSi SMC. The images display the convergence of four domains with defined pore orientation, represented by the yellow arrows at the right, which subsequently define the optic axis of each uniaxial birefringent domain.
3.3 Optical characterization

Optical characterization of the PSi SMCs is performed by mechanically removing them from the Si substrate and dispersing them on a glass substrate, where most elements end up lying flat on their side. The schematic shown in Figure 3.5 summarizes the major parameters governing the optical response of the PSi SMCs. TM polarization will see the four domains as having the same refractive index, while TE polarization will interact with the ordinary refractive index ($n_o$) in the top and bottom domains and the (higher) extraordinary refractive index ($n_e$) in the left and right domains. Superimposed on any birefringence effects is the applied GRIN, represented here by a pair of general, truncated polynomials of order $m$ that vary along the $z$-direction for the top and bottom domains and along the $x$-direction for the left and right domains.

Figure 3.5. Schematic representing the major parameters under consideration when optically probing a side-lying PSi SMC on top of a transparent substrate.

As a simple predictor of birefringent and GRIN effects, one can look at the integrated optical thickness (OPT) (i.e., integrated along $z$-direction) across the $x$-direction of the sample as
\[ OPT(x) = \int n(z)dz + n(x)dz \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Given the x-axis symmetry, we simply integrate over the refractive index profile in the first Cartesian quadrant (i.e., \( x, z > 0 \) with \( x, z = 0 \) at the center of the SMC) and multiply by 2

\[ OPT(x) = 2 \left[ \int_x^R \left( n_{z=0} - \Delta n \left( \frac{z}{R} \right)^m \right) dz + \int_0^x \left( n_{x=0} - \Delta n \left( \frac{x}{R} \right)^m \right) dz \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Performing this integration and substituting in the limits of integration gives

\[ OPT(x) = 2 \left[ n_{z=0} R - n_{z=0} x - \frac{\Delta n}{R^m} \left( \frac{1}{m+1} \right) R^{m+1} + \frac{\Delta n}{R^m} \left( \frac{1}{m+1} \right) x^{m+1} + n_{x=0} x - n_{x=0} (0) - \frac{\Delta n}{R^m} x^m (x) + \frac{\Delta n}{R^m} x^m (0) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Finally, after grouping like-terms and simplifying, the generalized, integrated optical thickness is

\[ OPT(x) = 2 \frac{\Delta n}{R^m} \left( \frac{1}{m+1} - 1 \right) |x|^{m+1} + 2(n_{x=0} - n_{z=0}) |x| + 2R \left( n_{z=0} - \frac{\Delta n}{m+1} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

### 3.4 Basic birefringent response

For a purely birefringent structure (\( \Delta n = 0 \)) the expression for OPT are

\[ OPT_{TM}(x) = 2R(n_o) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

\[ OPT_{TE}(x) = 2(n_e - n_o) |x| + 2R(n_o) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

with \( x = 0 \) defined to be at the center of the SMC. As expected, the TM OPT is uniform across the structure given the homogeneous refractive index (Figure 3.6a), indicating that TM light should pass through unperturbed. The TE response is more complicated in that the positive birefringence and internal structure (i.e., the convergent trajectory of the pores in the four domains) couple such that the OPT increases linearly towards the edge of the SMC (Figure 3.6b), suggesting that TE light will be diverged by its interaction with the birefringent SMC. Simulations performed with COMSOL Multiphysics® Modeling Software (Figure 3.6c, d), optical measurements at 800 nm (Figure 3.6e, f), and OPT-based predictions all strongly agree for both the TM and TE cases. The agreement between simulation and experiment even includes the observed small amount of
TM beam convergence, attributed to diffraction at the edge of the SMC. Interestingly, these simple structures exhibit functionality comparable to that of dielectric metasurfaces for pixel-integrated polarization splitters\textsuperscript{30}. We suggest that birefringent shape-defined PSi structures offer a powerful option for realizing such elements without the need for processes like electron-beam lithography.

Figure 3.6. (a) Integrated OPT for TM polarization interacting with a homogeneously etched PSi SMC, which is optically flat. (b) Integrated OPT for TE polarization interacting with a
Figure 3.6 (cont.) homogeneously etched PSi SMC, which exhibits a linear OPT profile expected to diverge light. (c) Simulated intensity distribution for TM polarization interacting with a homogeneously etched PSi SMC confirming that light passes through largely unperturbed, with the exception of a small amount of beam convergence attributed to diffraction effects at the edges of the PSi SMC. (d) Simulated intensity distribution for TE polarization interacting with a homogeneously etched PSi SMC confirming that light should diverge as a result of the birefringence and internal structure. (e, f) Experimental intensity distributions for TM and TE polarizations, respectively, that are in strong agreement with simulations. (c) and (d) are normalized to the maximum intensity observed in simulation, while (e) and (f) are normalized to the maximum intensity observed in experiment.

3.5 Birefringence plus linear gradient refractive index

While the birefringence of PSi SMCs results in interesting properties, our primary interest is to exploit PSi’s refractive index modulation capabilities. Here, we show that a linear GRIN (i.e., \( m = 1 \)) generates a parabolic OPT capable of polarization-selective light focusing. Inserting \( m = 1 \) into Equation (3.4) yields

\[
OPT_{TM}(x) = -\frac{\Delta n}{R} |x|^2 + 2R \left( n_{o,x=0} - \frac{\Delta n}{2} \right) \tag{3.7}
\]

\[
OPT_{TE}(x) = -\frac{\Delta n}{R} |x|^2 + 2(n_{e,x=0} - n_{o,x=0})|x| + 2R \left( n_{o,x=0} - \frac{\Delta n}{2} \right) \tag{3.8}
\]

which are plotted in Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.7b, respectively. TM light focusing by the linear GRIN PSi SMC is readily observed in simulation (Figure 3.7c), while the TE case is more complex, with an OPT profile consisting of adjacent parabolas (Figure 3.7b) that are functionally equivalent to two side-by-side lenses. The simulation of the structure’s TE behavior (Figure 3.7d) is characterized by two high-intensity focal regions laterally displaced to either side of the single TM focus. To fabricate this linear GRIN element, we etch a SMC with a current density graded from ~300 to ~150 mA cm\(^{-2}\) such that the (ordinary) refractive index increases linearly from ~1.4 to ~1.7 (edge to center). The experimentally measured TM and TE intensity distributions (Figure 3.7e, f) strongly agree with simulations.
Figure 3.7. (a) Integrated OPT for TM polarization interacting with a linear GRIN PSi SMC that possesses a lens-like radius of curvature. (b) Integrated OPT for TE polarization interacting with a linear GRIN PSi SMC that exhibits two adjacent regions possessing a radius of curvature, which is functionally equivalent to two side-by-side lenses. (c) Simulated intensity distribution for TM
Figure 3.7 (cont.) polarization interacting with a linear GRIN PSi SMC, as expected, focusing is observed. (d) Simulated intensity distribution for TE polarization interacting with a linear GRIN PSi SMC that exhibits two high-intensity regions laterally displaced from the simulated TM focus. (e, f) Experimental intensity distributions for TM and TE polarizations, respectively, that are in strong agreement with simulations. (c) and (d) are normalized to the maximum intensity observed in simulation, while (e) and (f) are normalized to the maximum intensity observed in experiment. In (c)-(f) the top and side panels represent traces that are transverse to and along the propagation direction, respectively, and run through the region(s) of maximum intensity.

Under TM illumination, the measured back focal length is ~10 µm, which can be modulated by changing the magnitude of the GRIN variation (Figure 3.8), while the convergence (half) angle from the back surface is ~30°, suggesting a numerical aperture of ~0.5. As such, a diffraction-limited focal spot is ~λ (800 nm in this case), similar to the full-width half-maximum of the intensity trace along the focal plane in Figure 3.7e. For TE illumination, there is a slight deviation from the simulation results, which may be a result of the assumed value and spatial invariance of birefringence. Still, our simple assumptions reasonably capture the coupled birefringent/GRIN response for a linear GRIN PSi SMC.

Figure 3.8. Collection of experimentally collected TM intensity profiles for three separate PSi linear GRIN SMCs etched such that the magnitude of the linear GRIN is varied. As can be seen, increasing the magnitude of the linear GRIN change reduces the TM focal length of the SMC.
3.6 Conclusions

In summary, we have presented a new technique for fabricating birefringent GRIN micro-optics based on the shape-defined formation of PSi. Using a SMC geometry, we showed that the birefringence of a homogeneous PSi structure offers opportunities beyond dielectric metasurfaces for easily fabricated polarization splitters. Additionally, we demonstrated that a PSi SMC possessing a linear GRIN is capable of focusing TM light to a diffraction-limited line, while TE light is directed to two high-intensity regions in roughly the same plane as, but laterally displaced to either side of, the TM focus. In light of these results, we envision possibilities beyond polarization-selective pixels, such as tailoring geometries and GRIN profiles for on-chip optical “Janus” devices\(^1\) capable of performing modal operations like conversion or splitting as part of photonic integrated circuits.

3.7 Experimental Methods

3.7.1 Silicon micro-column fabrication

Fabrication was performed on 4” diameter, highly doped (\(\rho \sim 0.001 \text{ to } 0.005 \ \Omega \text{ cm}\)) p-type (100) Si wafers (Topsil). Wafers were cleaned with Nanostrip for 10 min at 70 °C, followed by deposition of \(\sim 1.5 \ \mu\text{m}\) of SiO\(_2\) by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (Trion Minilock-Orion PECVD, located in the Micro and Nanotechnology (MNTL) cleanroom) on the backside to serve as a diffusion barrier. Dr. Seung-Kyun Kang, a post-doctoral researcher in the group of Prof. John Rogers, performed n-type doping for \(\sim 10\) min at 1000 °C in a furnace containing a solid-state Phosphorous source. After doping, the wafer was cleaned again with Nanostrip, followed by removal of all SiO\(_2\) by immersing in 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) for 2 min at room temperature. Photolithography was performed by processing SPR220-4.5 (Shipley) positive photoresist under manufacturer recommended conditions and exposing with an EVG620 mask aligner (EV Group).
Development with AZ MIF 917 (AZ Electronic Materials) reveals arrays of photoresist squares with their sides oriented such that the resulting Si square micro-column sidewalls will align with (100) degenerate crystal planes (which allows PSi etching calibration to be performed with flat pieces of (100) Si). Si etching was performed with a Pegasus ICP-DRIE (SPTS Technologies) running a Bosch process. Photolithography and DRIE were both carried out in the Micro-Nano-Mechanical Systems (MNMS) cleanroom in the Mechanical Engineering Building (MEB). After a final cleaning with Nanostrip, the Si wafer is cleaved into ~ 15 mm x 15 mm square chips containing a ~ 3 mm x 3 mm array of square micro-columns and placed in an electrochemical cell for PSi etching.

3.7.2 Porous silicon etching

Etching was carried out in a polypropylene cell with an exposed etch area of ~1.20 cm². The electrolyte comprised a 1:1 volume ratio of 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) and 100% ethanol. A 5 mm diameter Pt–Ir inoculating loop (Thomas Scientific) served as the counter electrode. Contact to the back of the SMC-containing Si chip was established with a stainless steel electrode. Current was delivered to the cell by an SP-200 research grade potentiostat/galvanostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments). The current waveforms for generating GRIN samples were constructed via BenchLink Waveform Builder Pro software (Keysight Technologies, Inc.) and sent to the SP-200 through a 33220A Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator (Keysight Technologies, Inc.). After etching, all samples were thoroughly rinsed with ethanol and dried under a gentle stream of nitrogen.

3.7.3 Optical characterization

PSi refractive index versus wavelength information at specific fabrication current densities was extracted from the reflectance spectrum of planar thin films (see Appendix A). Reflectance
spectra were collected using a Si PDA spectrometer (Control Development, Inc.) hooked up to an Axio Observer D1 inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) with a white-light halogen lamp serving as the source. The setup is located in the Microscopy Suite of the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology.

The intensity distribution of the light transmitted through the a PSi SMC was measured at Stanford University by graduate student Aaron Holsteen using a confocal microscope (Nikon Eclipse, C1) in the lab of Prof. Mark Brongersma. The setup, shown in Figure 3.9, uses a white light supercontinuum illumination source that is wavelength-tunable from 400 to 2200 nm (NKT, SuperK Extreme). A linear polarizer and a half waveplate are utilized to generate a linearly polarized illumination beam. A substrate with PSi SMCs is mounted on a XYZ scan stage, such that SMC-containing side faces upwards towards the microscope objective, and is illuminated from below with the laser beam set to 800 nm. The light intensity in the x-y plane above the GRIN element is gathered using a 100X objective with a numerical aperture of 0.9 and captured by a high-resolution CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PIXIS 1024B). By stepping the stage in 500 nm increments, images in the x-y plane can be stacked in the z dimension to construct the light intensity volume above the PSi SMC.
Figure 3.9. A schematic for the optical setup used by graduate student Aaron Holsteen to characterize side-lying PSi SMCs. A polarized and collimated laser beam with wavelength 800 nm is sent into a confocal microscope and propagates upward through the bottom of the sample stage, interrogating the sample. The sample stage is translated in the z-direction in discrete, 500 nm steps in order to collect various x-y plane intensity distributions, which are later stacked to recreate the intensity profile transmitted by the PSi SMC. The optical setup is located in the lab of Prof. Mark Brongersma at Stanford University.
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CHAPTER 4
FLAT CYLINDRICAL GRADIENT REFRINGE INDEX MICROLENS ARRAYS
FROM SHAPE-DEFINED POROUS SILICON FORMATION

4.1 Introduction

A gradient refractive index (GRIN) material, so-named for its spatially-graded refractive index, causes light to travel a curved path\(^1,2\). Maxwell\(^3\) and Luneburg\(^4\) were among the first to consider the implications of optical elements with GRIN media, designing spherically-symmetric GRIN lenses capable of the aberration-free imaging of light from any direction\(^5\). Flat GRIN lenses, reportedly first proposed by Wood\(^6\), similarly exploit the curvilinear trajectory of light through optically inhomogeneous media\(^7\), imparting an otherwise optically uninteresting geometry with the refractive power of a lens. These flat GRIN lenses can exhibit improved performance through reduced aberrations\(^8,9\) and offer advantageous form factors for integration within optical systems\(^9,10\). Flat lenses with 2D GRIN profiles that focus light to a spot tend to be more prevalent, but there are applications for 1D GRIN profiles that generate a focal line (i.e., cylindrical lenses), both at the macro- and microscale, such as shaping an astigmatic laser diode beam\(^11\). Although mature and commercially available, GRIN technology continues to seeks improvements in the magnitude, sharpness, and precision of manufactured GRIN profiles\(^8,9\).

Porous silicon (PSi) is an interesting material to consider for GRIN elements\(^12,13\). Formed by electrochemically etching Si, the material’s porosity and, consequently, effective refractive index, is defined by the applied etching current density\(^14,15\). As a result, a GRIN profile is defined with a temporally-modulated current density, which has yielded 1D GRIN optical superlattices\(^16,17\) that can function as chemical sensors\(^18-20\) given the sensitivity of PSi to foreign media penetrating...
its microstructure\textsuperscript{21–23}. These elements are able to feature very large GRINs (\(dn \sim 1.0\)) over very short spatial dimensions (\(\sim 1 \ \mu m\)) with the GRIN profile controlled by the input electrochemical current density waveform. This is in contrast to existing GRIN technology that can only change the refractive index by \(\sim 0.2\) over millimeter length scales\textsuperscript{8,24}.

Here, we demonstrate that shape-defined PSi formation offers a viable new option towards planar, 1D GRIN microlens arrays (MLAs). We first introduce the process for manufacturing a PSi GRIN MLA, utilizing the optical properties and etching characteristics of PSi to construct the current density waveform that generates the desired spatial GRIN profile along the shape-defined etch pathway. The PSi GRIN MLA is isolated for optical characterization by embedding in a slab of transparent optical polymer, mechanically detaching the slab with the embedded GRIN MLA, and planarizing via basic mechanical polishing. Applying this design methodology and planarization technique, flat elements in the form of GRIN MLAs exhibiting line focusing and GRIN axicons generating Bessel sheet beams are achieved.

4.2 Shape-Defined Porous Silicon Microlens Arrays

Shape-defined formation of PSi GRIN MLAs begins with a crystalline, p-type Si wafer that features a thin (∼100 nm) n-type region at its surface. Standard photolithography and deep reactive ion etching microfabrication techniques pattern the wafer with a 2D array of rectangular Si blocks (\(L \sim 150 \ \mu m, \ W \sim 18 \ \mu m, \ \text{and} \ H \sim 30 \ \mu m\)) (Figure 4.1a). While one could ideally utilize a circular geometry, the dependence of PSi formation on the crystallographic orientation of Si prevents an isotropic radial etch\textsuperscript{25}. The n-type surface region from the starting wafer leaves the rectangular Si blocks with an n-type surface cap that inhibits PSi formation during electrochemical etching (Figure 4.1b), restricting the PSi GRIN profile to the x-direction within the rectangular Si feature (Figure 4.1c).
Figure 4.1. Shape-defined PSi formation for cylindrical GRIN MLAs. (a) Oblique incidence SEM image of an array of Si rectangular blocks generated by standard photolithography and deep reactive ion etching. (b) Schematic representing the electrochemical process that transforms the microfabricated Si rectangular block array into a PSi GRIN MLA. (c) Cross-section SEM image of a single lens within the PSi GRIN MLA.

In order for the initially bulk Si block to be transformed into a PSi GRIN lens, the current density dependence of PSi’s refractive index and etch rate is used to construct the temporal current density waveform that generates the desired GRIN profile during electrochemical etching. We define the (ordinary) refractive index ($\lambda = 800$ nm) to be 1.60 at the center of the lens, decreasing to 1.40 at the edge along a parabolic trajectory. This GRIN profile, given by

$$n_o(x) = 1.60 \left( 1 - 0.5a^2 x^2 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)
is plotted in Figure 4.2a, with a GRIN constant $\alpha = 0.0568 \text{ \textmu m}^{-1}$. The dependence of PSi’s (ordinary) refractive index on etching current density (Figure 4.2b) maps this spatial GRIN profile to a spatial current density profile (Figure 4.2c).

![Figures 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c, 4.2d, 4.2e, 4.2f](image)

**Figure 4.2.** Converting a spatial GRIN profile into a temporal current density waveform. (a) The desired spatial GRIN profile to be etched into the lenses within the PSi GRIN MLA. (b) Refractive index versus etching current density relationship for PSi. (c) The spatial current density profile required to generate the spatial GRIN profile in (a), determined by using the refractive index versus current density in (b) to map refractive index to current density. (d) Empirically-measured etch rate versus etching current density relationship for PSi. (e) Using the etch rate information in (d), the spatial current density profile in (c) is mapped to a 1/etch rate versus position curve. The area under the 1/etch versus position curve represents the total required etching time. (f) With the required etching time calculated, the current density versus time waveform can finally be constructed. Given that the starting point of etching is $x = \frac{W}{2}$ at $t = 0$ and converges to $x = 0$ at $t = t_{etch}$, there is a one-to-one space-to-time mapping that transforms the spatial current density profile in (c) into a temporal current density waveform.

Next, the known etch rate information (Figure 4.2d) is used to map the current density profile to a spatial map of 1 / etch rate. The reason for utilizing the inverse etch rate is that the area
under the curve (Figure 4.2e), expressed as the integral from the center \((x = 0)\) to the edge \((x = \frac{W}{2})\) of the GRIN lens

\[
\int_{0}^{\frac{W}{2}} \frac{1}{\text{et rate}}(x) \, dx = t_{\text{etch}}
\]

(4.2)
gives the total required etch time \((t_{\text{etch}})\). This allows the current density profile to be mapped from the spatial to the temporal domain using the fact that starting point of etching is \(x = \frac{W}{2}\) at \(t = 0\) and converges to \(x = 0\) at \(t = t_{\text{etch}}\). As such, the spatial current density profile is transformed into a time-varying waveform (Figure 4.2f), fit to a third-order polynomial of the form

\[
J(t) \cong 308 - 3.90 \, t + (4.65 \times 10^{-2}) \, t^2 - (1.98 \times 10^{-4}) \, t^3 \quad [mA \, cm^{-2}]
\]

(4.3)

4.3 Isolating and planarizing microlens arrays

With the ease of current density modulation, the waveform of Equation (4.3) is readily applied to electrochemically etch an array of Si rectangular blocks into a PSi GRIN MLA with the GRIN profile of Equation (4.1). However, the MLA needs to be displaced from the Si fabrication substrate in order to be characterized, as the sub-surface formation of PSi generates a sharp scattering feature (Figure 4.1c) under each individual lens that would scatter light even if the MLA could be characterized on-wafer. To accomplish this, we center the PSi GRIN MLA within a \(~10\) mm diameter well made from a slab of cured polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) that is \(~2-3\) mm thick. The PDMS well is filled with Norland Optical Adhesive (NOA), covered with a flat piece of cured PDMS to limit meniscus formation in the NOA layer, and then cured with ultraviolet light. The cured NOA and embedded MLA are separated from the Si wafer (Figure 4.3a) with a razor blade applying force along the x-direction (i.e., along the width of the PSi GRIN lens).

This mechanical detachment technique is fast and convenient, but not without issues. The PSi GRIN MLA fracture surface is not flat (Figure 4.3b) and each element in the MLA tends to
sit ~ 3 - 4 µm below the NOA surface at the lowest point (Figure 4.3c), leaving the resulting lenses ~ 26 µm thick. To planarize the PSi GRIN MLA, an O₂ reactive ion etch selectively etches back the surrounding NOA medium and is followed by mechanical polishing. The planarized PSi GRIN MLA embedded in NOA (Figure 4.3d) exhibits improved surface quality when inspected with optical (Figure 4.3e) and atomic force microscopy (Figure 4.3f).

Figure 4.3. Embedding, detaching, and planarizing a PSi GRIN MLA. (a) Schematic representing a PSi GRIN MLA being embedded in NOA optical polymer that is cured and then mechanically detached, isolating the embedded PSi GRIN MLA from its Si fabrication substrate. (b) Top view optical micrograph of a section of the PSi GRIN MLA after detachment. (c) Atomic force microscopy-generated surface topography of a section of a single lens (and surrounding NOA) within the PSi GRIN MLA after the detachment process. (d) Top view optical image of a processed PSi GRIN MLA and the surrounding NOA optical polymer in which it is embedded. (e) Top view optical micrograph of a section of the PSi GRIN MLA after planarization. (f) Atomic force microscopy-generated surface topography of a section of a single lens (and surrounding NOA) within the PSi GRIN MLA after the planarization process.

While improved, the surface finish is not optically perfect. But, this could be improved by alternative, established techniques, such as backside planarization through the Si wafer or perhaps
even diamond turning of the PSi GRIN MLA embedded in optical polymer. Additionally, elongated geometries (e.g., lenticular lenses) figure to be incompatible with our mechanical detachment process and are likely to require processing through the backside of the Si fabrication wafer. Still, our simple planarization methodology has afforded sufficient surface quality to optically probe the PSi GRIN MLA and provide strong proof of concept.

4.4 Optical characterization

The planarized PSi GRIN MLA can be optically interrogated with confocal microscopy. PSi possesses a positive, uniaxial birefringence with the optic axis defined by the pore direction\textsuperscript{26,27}, so both the TM polarization (along the z-direction/length of lens), which encounters the ordinary refractive index ($n_o(x)$), and TE polarization (along the x-direction/width of lens), which encounters the extraordinary refractive index ($n_e(x)$), are investigated. For simplicity, the birefringence is assumed constant with $n_e(x) - n_o(x) = 0.15$. Therefore,

$$n_e(x) = 1.75 \left( 1 - 0.5\alpha^2 x^2 \right)$$

(4.4)

where again the GRIN constant $\alpha = 0.0568 \mu m^{-1}$. Focal lines are observed from the MLA for both TM (Figure 4.4a) and TE (Figure 4.4b) polarization, confirming operation of the MLA. Looking at the cross-sectional view of the transmitted intensity distribution above a single element, the focal length for the TM and TE polarization is found to be $\sim 2 \mu m$ (Figure 4.4c, trace in left panel) and $\sim 1 \mu m$ (Figure 4.4d, trace in left panel), respectively. These focal lengths agree well with COMSOL Multiphysics\textregistered\ Modeling Software simulations (Figure 4.4e, f), but the beam width in the focal plane (Figure 4.4c-f, trace in top panel) is noticeably broader in experiment. This may be from a small GRIN profile aberration or scattering from surface roughness. Even so, this demonstrates the opportunity that shape-defined PSi formation provides for cylindrical GRIN MLAs, which are useful as collection optics for detectors\textsuperscript{28} operating at NIR and IR wavelengths.
Figure 4.4. Optical characterization of PSi GRIN MLA with parabolic GRIN profile. (a), (b) Top view image in focal plane of PSi GRIN MLA under illumination with TM and TE polarization, respectively. (c), (d) Cross-sectional view of experimentally collected intensity distribution above a single element within the parabolic GRIN MLA under illumination with TM and TE polarization, respectively. (e), (f) Cross-sectional view of simulated intensity distribution above a single element within the parabolic GRIN MLA under illumination with TM and TE polarization, respectively. In (c) – (f) the trace in the left panel is the intensity profile along the y-direction through the point
Figure 4.4 (cont.) of maximum intensity, which represents the position of the focal plane. In (c) – (f) the trace in the top panel is the intensity profile along the x-direction through the point of maximum intensity, which represents the beam width.

The application space of PSi-based GRIN MLAs can be expanded by considering GRIN profiles beyond those that are parabolic in nature. Here, we make the (ordinary) refractive index linearly increase from 1.70 to 1.74 (edge to center) and transform a rectangular Si block into a 1D PSi GRIN axicon, which is expected to possess a Bessel function-like beam intensity profile in the direction transverse to propagation (i.e., along the x-direction)\textsuperscript{29}. The GRIN profile

\[ n_o(x) = 1.74 - \alpha |x| \] (4.5)

possessing a GRIN constant \( \alpha = 0.00455 \, \mu m^{-1} \), maps to a linear current density waveform

\[ J(t) \approx 157 - 0.131 \, t \, [mA \, cm^{-2}] \] (4.6)

with an etch time of \( \sim 104 \, s \). After planarization, vibrant focal lines can be observed from the top for both TM (Figure 4.5a) and TE (Figure 4.5b) polarizations, with the measured TM focal position (Figure 4.5c, trace in left panel) agreeing well with simulation (Figure 4.5d, trace in left panel). The transverse TM beam profile (Figure 4.5c, trace in top panel) does appear to have Bessel-like sidelobes, but slightly deviates from simulation (Figure 4.5e, trace in top panel), likely due to surface scattering. With improved planarization, we speculate that these flat axicon MLAs could be integrated for use in NIR light-sheet\textsuperscript{30} or lattice light-sheet microscopy\textsuperscript{31} configurations that utilize the large focal depth of Bessel sheet beams\textsuperscript{32,33}.

Interestingly, the measured focal position under TE polarization (Figure 4.5d, trace in left panel) is significantly shorter than under TM polarization. This suggests that the extraordinary GRIN profile is sharper than the ordinary GRIN profile. Figure 4.5f is the simulated intensity distribution above a PSi axicon featuring a GRIN profile linearly increasing from 1.85 to 1.90 and given by
\[ n_e(x) = 1.90 - \alpha |x| \] (4.7)

with \( \alpha = 0.00568 \ \mu m^{-1} \), which better matches our experimental TE intensity distribution, including the longitudinal and transverse intensity traces. Although this change in GRIN constant is incredibly modest, it still substantially changes the focal position. The reported current density-dependence of the birefringence of PSi\textsuperscript{26,27}, which would generate a spatially-varying birefringence in the case of shape-defined formation, readily explains the existence of a discrepancy between the GRIN profiles encountered by TM and TE polarizations.

4.5 Conclusions

In summary, shape-defined formation of PSi represents a new approach towards fabricating flat, cylindrical MLAs. We have demonstrated the process for designing the time-varying current density waveform that transforms an array of bulk Si rectangular blocks into a PSi MLA with defined GRIN profile, which can be isolated from the Si fabrication substrate for use by embedding in a transparent optical polymer, mechanically detaching, and polishing. Flat MLAs with parabolic and linear GRIN profiles, with potential utility for integration within display and microscopy systems, were both realized. Beyond these basic applications, the birefringence of PSi MLAs offers polarization-dependent focusing that is of interest to the micro- and nano-optics community\textsuperscript{34,35} and the pursuit for full control over the vectorial nature of light in both space and time\textsuperscript{35}.
Figure 4.5. Optical characterization of a PSi GRIN MLA with linear GRIN profile. (a), (b) Top view image in focal plane of PSi GRIN MLA under illumination with TM and TE polarization, respectively. (c), (d) Cross-sectional view of experimentally collected intensity distribution above a single element within the linear GRIN MLA under illumination with TM and TE polarization, respectively. (e), (f) Cross-sectional view of simulated intensity distribution above a single element within the linear GRIN MLA under illumination with TM and TE polarization, respectively. In (c) – (f) the trace in the left panel is the intensity profile along the y-direction through the point of
**Figure 4.5 (cont.)** maximum intensity, which represents the position of the focal plane. In (c) – (f) the trace in the top panel is the intensity profile along the x-direction through the point of maximum intensity, which is expected to have the Bessel function-like sidelobes characteristic of an axicon (i.e., linear GRIN element).

### 4.6 Experimental Methods

#### 4.6.1 Silicon rectangular blocks

Fabrication was performed on 4” diameter, highly doped (ρ ~ 0.001 – 0.005 Ω cm) p-type (100) Si wafers (Topsil). Wafers were cleaned with Nanostrip for 10 min at 70 °C, followed by deposition of ~ 1.5 µm of SiO$_2$ by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (Trion Minilock-Orion PECVD, located in the Micro and Nanotechnology (MNTL) cleanroom) on the backside to serve as a diffusion barrier. Dr. Seung-Kyun Kang, a post-doctoral researcher in the group of Prof. John Rogers, performed n-type doping for ~ 10 min at 1000 °C in a furnace containing a solid-state Phosphorous source. After doping, the wafer was cleaned again with Nanostrip, followed by removal of all SiO$_2$ by immersing in 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) for 2 min at room temperature. Photolithography was performed by processing SPR220-4.5 (Shipley) positive photoresist under manufacturer recommended conditions and exposing with an EVG620 mask aligner (EV Group). Development with AZ MIF 917 (AZ Electronic Materials) reveals arrays of photoresist rectangles with their sides oriented such that the resulting Si rectangular block sidewalls will align with (100) degenerate crystal planes (which allows PSi etching calibration to be performed with flat pieces of (100) Si). Si etching was performed with a Pegasus ICP-DRIE (SPTS Technologies) running a Bosch process. Photolithography and DRIE were both carried out in the Micro-Nano-Mechanical Systems (MNMS) cleanroom in the Mechanical Engineering Building (MEB). After a final cleaning with Nanostrip, the Si wafer is cleaved into ~ 15 mm x 15 mm square chips containing the array of Si rectangular blocks at the center and placed in an electrochemical cell for PSi etching.
4.6.2 Porous silicon etching

Etching was carried out in a polypropylene cell with an exposed etch area of \(~1.20\,\text{cm}^2\). The electrolyte comprised a 1:1 volume ratio of 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) and 100% ethanol. A 5 mm diameter Pt–Ir inoculating loop (Thomas Scientific) served as the counter electrode. Contact to the back of the Si chip containing the array of rectangular blocks was established with a stainless steel electrode. Current was delivered to the cell by an SP-200 research grade potentiostat/galvanostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments). The current waveforms for generating GRINs were constructed via BenchLink Waveform Builder Pro software (Keysight Technologies, Inc.) and sent to the SP-200 through a 33220A Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator (Keysight Technologies, Inc.). After etching, all samples were thoroughly rinsed with ethanol and dried under a gentle stream of nitrogen.

4.6.3 Microlens array embedding, detachment, and planarization

PSi GRIN MLAs were embedded in NOA 71 (Norland Products, Inc.) by centering the MLA within a ~ 10 mm diameter well made of cured PDMS ~ 2 – 3 mm thick. After filling the well with NOA 71, a flat slab of PDMS is laminated on top in an effort to minimize the formation of a meniscus in the NOA. The NOA 71 is then cured with ultraviolet light using the manufacturer’s recommended dose. The PDMS and NOA do not stick together, so the top slab and the surrounding well can easily be removed after curing of NOA has been completed.

With the NOA cured, a razor blade is used to begin gently delaminating the NOA from the underlying Si substrate, with force applied along the width (i.e., short axis) of the lenses. With the MLA embedded in the NOA, it readily breaks off of the Si substrate, but the fracture surface, which is lower than the surrounding NOA, is not clean and needs to be planarized.
Planarization was performed by Qiujie “Jimmy” Zhao, an undergraduate research assistant in Prof. Paul Braun’s research group. To planarize, the PSi GRIN MLA embedded in NOA is placed in a reactive ion etcher (March) to selectively etch back the NOA under the following conditions: 200 W power, 200 mTorr pressure, and 20 sccm O$_2$ flow rate. The etching is performed in 60 sec increments until the MLA is protruding above the surrounding NOA, as determined by surface profilometry (Sloan Dektak). The PSi GRIN MLA is then polished against a cloth polishing pad (ChemoMet, Buehler) with a 20 nm colloidal silica slurry (MasterMet2, Buehler). Polishing is performed in 10 – 20 sec increments with the polishing wheel rotating at 50 rpm. Frequent optical and surface profilometry inspection are used to assess the surface and determine the relative height of the PSi MLA and NOA embedding medium. All of the equipment utilized in the planarization process is located in the Materials Research Lab (MRL).

4.6.4 Optical characterization

PSi refractive index versus wavelength information at specific fabrication current densities (Figure 4.6) was extracted from the reflectance spectrum of planar thin films (Appendix A). Reflectance spectra were collected using a Si PDA spectrometer (Control Development, Inc.) hooked up to an Axio Observer D1 inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) with a white-light halogen lamp serving as the source.
The intensity distribution of the light transmitted through the elements in the PSi GRIN MLA was measured at Stanford University by graduate student Aaron Holsteen using a confocal microscope (Nikon Eclipse, C1) in the lab of Prof. Mark Brongersma. The setup, shown in Figure 4.7, uses a white light supercontinuum illumination source that is wavelength-tunable from 400 to 2200 nm (NKT, SuperK Extreme). A linear polarizer and a half waveplate are utilized to generate a linearly polarized illumination beam. The NOA slab with embedded PSi GRIN MLA is mounted on a XYZ scan stage, such that the planarized surface faces upwards towards the microscope objective, and is illuminated from below with the laser beam set to 800 nm. The light intensity in the x-z plane above a single GRIN lens is gathered using a 100X objective with a numerical aperture of 0.9 and captured by a high-resolution CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PIXIS 1024B). By stepping the stage in 500 nm increments, images in the x-z plane can be stacked in the y dimension to construct the light intensity volume above a single element in the PSi GRIN MLA.
Figure 4.7. Schematic of the optical setup used by graduate student Aaron Holsteen to characterize PSi GRIN MLAs. A polarized and collimated laser beam with wavelength 800 nm is sent into a confocal microscope and propagates upward through the bottom of the sample stage, interrogating the sample. The sample stage is translated in the y-direction in discrete, 500 nm steps in order to collect various x-z plane intensity distributions, which are later stacked to recreate the intensity profile transmitted by the PSi GRIN MLA. The optical setup is located in the lab of Prof. Mark Brongersma at Stanford University.
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CHAPTER 5

TRANSFORMING POROUS SILICON TEMPLATES INTO VISIBLY TRANSPARENT
GRADIENT REFRACTIVE INDEX PHOTONIC ELEMENTS

5.1 Introduction and Motivation

Porous silicon (PSi) first caught the attention of the photonics community as a potential route towards Si-based light sources owing to its observed visible light emission\textsuperscript{1,2}. While intrinsic material limitations have prevented PSi from overtaking state-of-the-art light-emitting technology, PSi has remained interesting because of its versatility as an optical material\textsuperscript{3}. The optical properties (e.g., refractive index) of PSi, which depend heavily on the porosity (i.e., void fraction), are defined by the applied current density during electrochemical etching\textsuperscript{4}. Consequently, a time-varying current density can be used to program a gradient refractive index (GRIN) along the PSi etch pathway, an approach that has enabled 1D GRIN elements such as distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs)\textsuperscript{5,6}, rugate filters\textsuperscript{7,8}, and vertical microcavities\textsuperscript{9–11}. In addition, the optical response of PSi is highly sensitive to foreign media penetrating its porous microstructure\textsuperscript{12–14}, which, in combination with the well-defined optical signature of PSi 1D GRIN elements, provides a powerful platform for chemical and biological sensing\textsuperscript{14–19}.

The large refractive index contrast (~ 1.0 refractive index unit) accessible with PSi is excellent for IR and NIR GRIN elements\textsuperscript{20}. However, the presence of Si makes PSi GRIN elements highly absorptive in the visible spectrum. Extending the optical functionality of PSi GRIN elements to visible wavelengths thus requires the elimination of the Si absorbing volume. The simplest means of accomplishing this is by oxidizing PSi into porous silicon dioxide (PSiO\textsubscript{2})\textsuperscript{21,22}. 
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While oxidation extinguishes absorption, it also greatly limits the achievable refractive index range due to the reduced refractive index contrast between the SiO\textsubscript{2} scaffold and air.

Alternatively, PSi (or PSiO\textsubscript{2}) can be used as a sacrificial template. In this approach, materials are introduced into the pores and the Si (or SiO\textsubscript{2}) backbone is dissolved, leaving behind an optically transparent structural inversion of the initial PSi GRIN scaffold. To date, both PSi and PSiO\textsubscript{2} have successfully served as sacrificial templates\textsuperscript{23,24}. But, these efforts have only demonstrated inversion into polymers like polystyrene or silicone\textsuperscript{23}, which offer no optical advantage over PSiO\textsubscript{2} in terms of refractive index contrast, or carbon\textsuperscript{24}, which lacks transparency in the visible spectrum. Transparent, high refractive index materials like ZnO\textsuperscript{25}, TiO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{26}, or SnO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{27} have been deposited into PSi templates, but this has been accomplished with sol-gel chemistry\textsuperscript{25,26} and atomic layer deposition\textsuperscript{27}, neither of which densely fill the PSi void volume for inversion. Beyond these, a great deal of the work using PSi as a host material\textsuperscript{28} has focused on depositing metals\textsuperscript{29,30}, which are opaque at visible wavelengths, or the use of macroporous templates\textsuperscript{31,32}, which possess large pore dimensions that generate significant scatterings losses and inhibit visible frequency applications.

Here, we combine thermal oxidation and material infiltration to transform PSi templates into visibly transparent GRIN photonic elements. By coupling reflectance and transmittance spectroscopy with thin-film optical analysis, thermal oxidation is shown to impart transparency on PSi by converting it to PSiO\textsubscript{2}, while subsequent infiltration with TiO\textsubscript{2} by way of atomic layer deposition (ALD) creates a PSiO\textsubscript{2}/TiO\textsubscript{2} composite with tunable optical properties. This conversion methodology is applied to a discrete GRIN stack (i.e., a DBR) and the optical evolution of the element is readily predicted from the analysis of optically homogeneous PSiO\textsubscript{2}/TiO\textsubscript{2} thin films. Finally, a radial GRIN PSi film is converted into a PSiO\textsubscript{2} template possessing a lens-like parabolic
phase profile with an effective radius of curvature that is strongly enhanced by its transformation into a PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ composite element.

5.2 Material transformation of porous silicon templates: process and characterization

The process for converting a PSi template into a PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ element is depicted in Figure 5.1. After a PSi template is electrochemically etched into a Si wafer it can be electrochemically detached from the Si wafer and transferred to a transparent, thermally-stable quartz substrate under a gentle stream of ethanol. After carefully rinsing with hexanes to limit capillary forces and drying in air, the PSi is left in intimate contact with the quartz substrate. The PSi on quartz is then subjected to a two-part thermal oxidation, first being exposed to a dry oxygen atmosphere at 500 $^\circ$C to stabilize the microstructure and then at 900 $^\circ$C to fully convert PSi into PSiO$_2$. Finally, the PSiO$_2$ film on quartz is infiltrated with TiO$_2$ by means of atomic layer deposition (ALD), creating a PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ composite with an optical response tuned by the extent of filling.

**Figure 5.1.** Schematic representing the process flow for transforming an absorptive PSi template into a transparent, functional PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ optical composite.
To characterize the optical evolution, reflectance and transmittance spectra are collected from optically homogeneous films (i.e., PSi template etched at single current density) at various stages of the conversion (Figure 5.2, top row) and used to extract (see Appendix A) the refractive index and the extinction coefficient (Figure 5.2, bottom row). As-fabricated, PSi is highly dispersive with a non-zero extinction coefficient (Figure 5.2, lower left), which is manifested in a transmittance that drops off steeply towards shorter wavelengths (Figure 5.2, upper left). Oxidation eliminates the absorptive Si scaffold and its associated extinction coefficient (Figure 5.2, lower middle), with PSiO$_2$ exhibiting high transmittance (Figure 5.2, upper middle). Gradual TiO$_2$ infiltration incrementally increases the refractive index (Figure 5.2, lower right and Figure 5.3) while maintaining the transparency (Figure 5.2, upper right) offered by pure PSiO$_2$.

**Figure 5.2.** The evolution of optical response during PSi template transformation. As-fabricated, the PSi template is highly absorptive (upper left) and dispersive (lower left) owing to the presence
Figure 5.2 (cont.) of Si. Oxidation transforms the PSi template into a transparent (upper middle) PSiO2 film with lower refractive index (bottom middle). Infiltration with TiO2 by way of ALD maintains the transparency of PSiO2 (upper right) with the reduced transmittance being not a result of absorption, but of increased reflectance (upper right) owing to the increased refractive index of PSiO2/TiO2 (lower right).
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Figure 5.3. Dispersion curves for optically homogeneous templates etched with an electrochemical current density of (a) 125 mA cm\(^{-2}\), (b) 195 mA cm\(^{-2}\), (c) 265 mA cm\(^{-2}\), and (d) 405 mA cm\(^{-2}\) that have been oxidized and subjected to different levels of TiO2 infiltration, as indicated by the number of ALD cycles with 0 cycles corresponding to pure PSiO2.

The observed increase in the refractive index of PSiO2/TiO2 is consistent with the introduced TiO2 reducing the void volume of PSiO2 (Figure 5.4a) in accordance with the three-component Bruggeman effective medium approximation (EMA)

\[
0 = \phi_{\text{SiO}_2} \left( \frac{n_{\text{SiO}_2}^2 - n_{\text{PSiO}_2/TiO}_2^2}{n_{\text{SiO}_2}^2 - 2 n_{\text{PSiO}_2/TiO}_2^2} \right) + \phi_{\text{void}} \left( \frac{n_{\text{void}}^2 - n_{\text{PSiO}_2/TiO}_2^2}{n_{\text{void}}^2 - 2 n_{\text{PSiO}_2/TiO}_2^2} \right) + \phi_{\text{TiO}_2} \left( \frac{n_{\text{TiO}_2}^2 - n_{\text{PSiO}_2/TiO}_2^2}{n_{\text{TiO}_2}^2 - 2 n_{\text{PSiO}_2/TiO}_2^2} \right) \tag{5.1}
\]
where \( n_{PSiO_2/TiO_2} \) represents the effective refractive index of the PSiO\(_2\)/TiO\(_2\) composite, while \( \phi \) is the volume fraction of the indicated material component with

\[
\phi_{SiO_2} + \phi_{Void} + \phi_{TiO_2} = 1
\]  
(5.2)

The value of \( n_{void} = 1 \), while \( n_{SiO_2} \) is described by

\[
n_{SiO_2}^2 - 1 = \frac{0.69616663\lambda^2}{\lambda^2-0.0684043^2} + \frac{0.4079426\lambda^2}{\lambda^2-0.1162414^2} + \frac{0.8974794\lambda^2}{\lambda^2-9.896161^2}
\]  
(5.3)

and \( n_{TiO_2} \) is given by

\[
n_{TiO_2}^2 = 5.913 + \frac{0.2441}{\lambda^2-0.0803}
\]  
(5.4)

with \( \lambda \) representing the wavelength of light in units of micrometers (\( \mu m \)). Applying Equations (5.1) and (5.2) to the measured effective refractive index post-oxidation (\( \phi_{TiO_2} = 0 \)) generates information about void and SiO\(_2\) volume fractions, while applying Equations (5.1) and (5.2) after infiltration describes how much void volume is replaced by TiO\(_2\).

**Figure 5.4.** Optical implications of variable filling capacity between templates. (a) The increased refractive index observed when filling optically homogeneous templates is a result of void volume being consumed by TiO\(_2\), as described by the Bruggeman EMA. Templates fabricated with larger current densities, which possess a larger porosity, are able to accommodate more TiO\(_2\) within the microstructure. (b) The variable filling capacity of different porosity templates can lead to initially higher porosity (and thus lower refractive index) templates to have their refractive index increase more than lower porosity templates, leading to optical inversion.
Films prepared with higher current densities (265 and 405 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) possess more void volume that is continuously replaced with TiO\(_2\) through 45 ALD cycles, while the film prepared at the lowest current density (125 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) is incapable of accommodating TiO\(_2\) beyond 15 ALD cycles. As a result, the dispersion for the series of optically homogeneous films (Figure 5.4b) does not feature the clear current density-dependent trend of PSi and PSiO\(_2\) (i.e., lowest current density yields highest refractive index). Instead, the refractive index associated with higher current density fabrication can be seen to surpass that associated with lower current density fabrication after oxidation and TiO\(_2\) infiltration. This is an important point of consideration for designing GRIN templates, as the GRIN profile can be “optically inverted” during conversion to PSiO\(_2\)/TiO\(_2\).

5.3 Discrete gradient refractive index superlattice template

The simple, discrete GRIN profile of DBRs and microcavities make these elements easily fabricated with PSi for sensing\(^{15,19,37}\) and optoelectronic applications\(^{38–40}\). While these PSi-based elements have been applied at visible wavelengths, they are limited to applications that only require high reflectance or are not adversely affected by absorption. To extend the functionality of these porous GRIN stacks to low absorption applications at visible frequencies, a 30-period PSi DBR is fabricated with alternating current density pulses of 265 and 405 mA cm\(^{-2}\), generating a stopband located at 530 nm with poor out-of-band transmittance (Figure 5.5).

The measured post-oxidation stopband is located at \(~ 440\) nm (Figure 5.6, top purple trace), which is slightly (\(~ 10\) nm) blue-shifted from transfer-matrix calculations\(^{41}\) (Figure 5.6, bottom purple trace) combining the EMA data from Figure 5.4a and the thicknesses of the layers (\(~90\) nm and \(~114\) nm) as determined by a cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph. The out-of-band transmittance of the PSiO\(_2\) DBR is markedly improved compared to the PSi template, but the photonic strength is diminished from the reduced refractive index contrast.
Figure 5.5. Measured transmittance spectrum from a 30-period PSi DBR template.

Figure 5.6. Comparison of the measured optical evolution of a PSi DBR template (top) with the calculated evolution (bottom) determined transfer matrix-based simulations.
After just 10 cycles of TiO$_2$ ALD, the measured stopband red-shifts to ~ 492 nm (Figure 5.6, top blue trace) and the photonic strength is noticeably restored. The measured spectral position of the stopband is again slightly blue-shifted from calculation (Figure 5.6, bottom blue trace) and remains so with further filling (Figure 5.7a), but we find that the calculated shift of the stopband position is in excellent agreement with measurements (Figure 5.7b).

Figure 5.7. (a) The measured peak positions from the transformed PSi DBR template are consistently blue-shifted relative to the calculated peak positions. (b) While there is a small discrepancy between measured and calculated absolute peak position, the relative shift of the measured and calculated peaks is in excellent agreement.

Given the high photonic strength and the transparency that are attainable, PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ 1D GRIN structures lend well to absorption-sensitive applications such as emission modification. Building upon demonstrations with PSi, monolithic PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ microcavities could serve as hosts to nanoscale emitters$^{42,43}$ while other classes of emitters may potentially be integrated between PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ DBRs to form hybrid light-emitting modules$^{44}$. Beyond emission modification, there is also the possibility to use PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ 1D GRIN stacks in a transmission-based sensing or spectral filtering capacity. Unfortunately, the conformal nature of the ALD process demonstrated here means that the filling capacity of a discrete GRIN is set by the lowest void volume in the
stack, limiting the refractive index contrast to a modest level (~ 0.1 – 0.3 refractive index unit). This could be remedied by the development of a nanoscale bottom-up deposition technique to densely fill PSiO₂, greatly enhancing the available refractive index contrast for PSiO₂/TiO₂ discrete GRIN stacks and expanding their utility to applications like spectrally-selective filters for photovoltaics\(^45-47\).

### 5.4 Continuous radial gradient refractive index template

The ease with which the refractive index of PSi is modulated can also be extended to 2D and 3D GRIN templates. While 1D GRIN PSi is generated from a time-varying current density, 2D or 3D GRIN PSi requires a spatially-varying current density, which has been used to create lateral GRIN filters\(^48,49\) and GRIN lens-like films\(^50\). We constructed a 2D GRIN PSi template by applying a constant current density with a “pin” electrode positioned in close proximity (~2 mm) to the Si surface (Figure 5.8a). This results in a radially-varying current density that manifests in the concentric fringes observed from the PSi template (Figure 5.8b).

![Figure 5.8](image)

**Figure 5.8.** A simple radial GRIN PSi template. (a) By placing a Pt pin electrode in close proximity to the Si wafer etching surface, a radially-varying current density profile is generated. (b) The resulting radially-varying current density profile creates a radial GRIN that manifests in the concentric fringes observed from the PSi template.
The radial thickness profile (Figure 5.9a) and the GRIN profile (Figure 5.9b) are determined after oxidizing the PSi template by performing spatially-resolved scanning electron microscopy and reflectance spectroscopy, respectively. While the PSiO₂ GRIN profile mimics that of a diverging lens, the calculated phase profile (Figure 5.9c, blue trace) experienced by an electromagnetic wave interacting with the structure has a converging lens-like parabolic shape and a theoretical focal length \( f \) of 1.48 m according to\(^5\)

\[
\Delta \phi (r) = \frac{-\pi}{\lambda f} r^2
\]  

(5.5)

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of light (630 nm here) and \( r \) is the radial position. The theoretical capacity of such a PSiO₂ radial GRIN element to function as a focusing lens indicates that its interaction with light is dominated by the physical thickness profile. Still, the GRIN profile contributes to the element’s phase behavior, allowing the light-matter interaction to be tuned by modulating the GRIN profile. After applying 60 cycles of TiO₂ ALD, the PSiO₂/TiO₂ element’s GRIN profile (Figure 5.9b, red trace) is inverted compared to bare PSiO₂. This is readily explained by the ability of higher void volume PSiO₂ to accommodate more TiO₂. Consequently, the GRIN profile and physical thickness profile are made to work in concert, noticeably sharpening the phase-space radius of curvature (Figure 5.9c, red trace) and reducing the theoretical focal length of the PSiO₂/TiO₂ radial GRIN element to 0.80 m.

It is noted that efforts were made to experimentally measure the focal length, but this proved difficult owing to aberrations introduced during the initial PSi template fabrication, as well as issues with delamination of the element from quartz during the thermal oxidation process that prevented the element from lying flat on the quartz substrate. As such, we were unable to directly observe the focusing behavior of the transformed radial GRIN element.
Figure 5.9. Optical characterization of a transformed radial GRIN PSi template. (a) The radial thickness profile as determined by cross-sectional SEM imaging after oxidation of the PSi template. (b) The GRIN profile post-oxidation (blue) and after 60 cycles of TiO$_2$ ALD infiltration (red trace). The variable filling capacity of the spatially-varying porosity results in the GRIN profile becoming optically inverted. The points correspond to measured points, while the solid lines represent quadratic fits. (c) The calculated (using the information in parts (a) and (b)) phase profile for light encountering the radial GRIN element. Both PSiO$_2$ (blue) and PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ (red) exhibit a converging lens-like parabolic profile, but the PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ features a sharper curvature because its GRIN profile works in concert with the physical thickness profile. The points correspond to measured points, while the solid lines represent a quadratic fit to Equation (5.5). (d) Top view optical image of the radial GRIN PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ element on quartz. The green circle roughly indicates the border of the entire PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ film, while the dashed white circle indicates the measured “lensing” region.
While the large theoretical focal length of the PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ radial GRIN lens limits the available applications, it could be utilized in low-numerical aperture configurations such as collimators for narrow laser beam divergence. To expand the general applicability of PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ GRIN elements, one can couple photonic design with more sophisticated PSi template fabrication. This is particularly promising in light of the recent demonstration of photo-mediated PSi etching for constructing macroscale transformation optics$^{52}$. By using a photoelectrochemically-defined PSi template, it may be possible to realize PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ macroscale transformation optics that exhibit broadband functionality at visible wavelengths.

5.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that the combination of thermal oxidation and TiO$_2$ infiltration by ALD offers an opportunity to fabricate visibly transparent GRIN optical elements from absorptive PSi templates. Optical characterization of homogeneous PSi confirms that thermal oxidation creates transparent PSiO$_2$ that is transformed into a PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ composite upon infiltration, with an optical response governed by the filling fractions. By applying the conversion methodology to a PSi DBR template, we demonstrate the controllability of the process by closely predicting the spectral evolution of the element during its transformation from PSi to PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$. Further, we expanded the conversion to a 2D radial GRIN template, constructing a transparent element with a focal length adjusted by the introduction of TiO$_2$. Coupling the transparency of PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ with the complex GRIN architectures accessible with PSi photonic templates may enable the fabrication of complex GRIN elements and phase-shaping optics at visible wavelengths.
5.6 Experimental Methods

5.6.1 Porous silicon etching and electropolishing

All PSi templates were formed from single-side polished, highly-doped ($\rho \sim 0.001$-$0.005$ $\Omega$ cm) p-type Si (Prolog Semicor Ltd). Etching was carried out in a polypropylene cell with an exposed etch area of $\sim 1.20$ cm$^2$. Contact to the back of the Si wafer was established with a stainless steel electrode. Current was delivered to the cell by an SP-200 Research Grade Potentiostat/Galvanostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments) and pulsed with a duty cycle of 33% at a frequency of 1.33 Hz (unless specified otherwise). After etching, all templates were thoroughly rinsed with ethanol. The electrolyte was comprised of a 1:1 volume ratio of 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) (Sigma-Aldrich) and 100% ethanol (Decon Labs). A 5 mm diameter Pt-Ir inoculating loop (Thomas Scientific) served as the counter electrode (except for radial GRIN templates, discussed below) and was located at the center of the cell $\sim 25$mm from the etch surface to provide a uniform current density across the sample..

The radial GRIN PSi template was formed using the process described above with the exception that Pt-Ir pin placed $\sim 2$-$3$ mm from the etch surface served as the counter electrode. A current density of 150 mA cm$^{-2}$ was applied with the aforementioned duty cycle and pulse frequency.

Electropolishing was carried out with an electrolyte comprised of a 1:3 volume ratio of 48% hydrofluoric acid (aq) and 100% ethanol. The 5 mm Pt-Ir ring served as the counter electrode and a current density of 300 mA cm$^{-2}$ was applied with a duty cycle of 20% at a frequency of 0.40 Hz. Before the electrochemically-induced detachment, a stainless steel syringe needle was used to mechanically score and release the edges of the PSi template to allow the film to remain flat for printing. After the electropolishing process, all PSi templates were carefully rinsed with ethanol in
such a fashion that the free-standing PSi template glided from the Si wafer and onto a 25 mm × 25 mm × 1 mm quartz slide. Once on the quartz substrate, all PSi templates were then gently rinsed with hexanes and allowed to dry in air.

5.6.2 Thermal oxidation

Thermal oxidation was performed by Christian Ocier, a fellow graduate student in Prof. Paul Braun’s research group. Dried PSi templates on quartz were loaded into an alumina, centered within an alumina furnace tube, and loaded into CM 1600 Series Furnace connected to a dual argon (Ar) and oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}) inlet. Under Ar flow, the temperature of the furnace was increased from room temperature to 500 °C at 200 °C/hour. Next, the Ar flow was replaced with O\textsubscript{2} gas and held for 1 hour at 500 °C. After purging O\textsubscript{2} from the furnace, the temperature was increased to 925 °C at a rate of 125 °C/hour under flowing Ar. Again, O\textsubscript{2} gas replaced Ar and the furnace was held at 925 °C for 1 hour in order to fully oxidize the PSi template into PSiO\textsubscript{2}. After oxidation, the furnace was purged with Ar and then cooled to room temperature at a rate of 125 °C/hour with Ar flowing. The furnace is located in the Micro/Nanofabrication Facility of the Materials Research Lab (MRL).

5.6.3 Atomic layer deposition

ALD infiltration of PSiO\textsubscript{2} with TiO\textsubscript{2} was performed by Christian Ocier, a fellow graduate student in Prof. Paul Braun’s research group. The ALD system (Cambridge Nanotech) used water and tetrakis(dimethylamido)titanium as precursors for TiO\textsubscript{2} deposition, which was carried out at a chamber temperature of 140 °C. This recipe, developed with the assistance of Cambridge Nanotech, used (for both precursors) a stopvalve opening time of 0.3 s, precursor pulse time of 180 s, and a precursor dwell time of 180 s. The ALD system is located in the Micro/Nanofabrication Facility of the Materials Research Lab (MRL).
5.6.4 Optical characterization

Reflectance and transmittance spectra were collected using a Si PDA spectrometer (Control Development, Inc.) hooked up to an Axio Observer D1 inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) with a white-light halogen lamp serving as the source. The microscope features a motorized sample stage that can take defined steps, which enabled spatially-resolved measurements used to characterize the radial GRIN template and transformed element. The setup is located in the Microscopy Suite of the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 Summary

In summary, this dissertation has focused on the application of PSi as a platform for GRIN photonics. Chapter 1 provided a general introduction to PSi as a material system, including information about formation, microstructure, optical properties, photonic utility, and non-photonic applications. Chapter 1 also very generally introduced the area of GRIN photonics and briefly discussed its discrete and continuous manifestations in the form of PhCs and transformation optics, respectively.

Chapter 2 described a method developed to modularly assemble optical microcavities comprised of a disparate cavity material sandwiched between PSi DBRs in a vertical cavity configuration. The modified transfer-printing methodology was shown to enable the construction of high-quality structures exhibiting large area uniformity that strongly modifies light emission from the cavity material, including polymers loaded with PbS QDs and solid-state GaAs thin films. Additionally, the concept of a PSi cavity coupling layer was developed and applied to both globally tune and spatially modulate the light emission from PSi-based hybrid microcavity architectures.

A new technique, called shape-defined PSi formation, was then exploited to construct novel PSi-based GRIN micro-optics. Chapter 3 focused on utilizing a square micro-column (SMC) geometry to interact with in-plane light propagation. Owing to the structural birefringence of PSi, homogeneously etched PSi SMCs were observed to perform polarization splitting comparable to previously proposed dielectric gradient metasurfaces that require more complicated fabrication. Imparting a PSi SMC with a linear GRIN profile was demonstrated to generate unique,
polarization selective lensing behavior. TM polarized light was found to focus to a diffraction-limited line along the optical propagation axis, while TE polarized light was separately focused into two distinct foci that were laterally displaced from the TM focal position.

**Chapter 4** then demonstrated that arrays of Si rectangular blocks can be transformed into flat, PSi 1D GRIN microlens arrays (MLAs) that interact with through-plane light propagation. The approach for determining how to etch individual PSi microlenses with the desired GRIN profile was introduced, using the current density dependence of PSi’s refractive index and etch rate to map the spatial GRIN profile to a temporal current density waveform to be applied during electrochemical etching. It was then shown that the flat PSi GRIN MLAs could be embedded in a transparent optical polymer, detached from the Si fabrication substrate, and planarized with combination of reactive ion etching and mechanical polishing. This combined design and process flow was used to realize two separate types of flat GRIN MLAs, one with a parabolic GRIN profile that generated an array of focal lines, and the other with a linear GRIN profile that generated a lattice of Bessel sheet beams.

Finally, the work in **Chapter 5** took aim at deploying PSi GRIN photonics to low optical absorption applications at visible wavelengths by using PSi as a template to be thermally oxidized and then infiltrated with TiO$_2$ by ALD. The material conversion process was characterized via optically homogeneous PSi templates, which demonstrated that thermal oxidation transforms a PSi template into a visibly transparent PSiO$_2$ structure that can be filled by ALD to create a PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ composite that is optically tuned by the extent of TiO$_2$ filling. The conversion process was applied to a discrete GRIN DBR, whose optical evolution was well-predicted by calculations based upon an effective medium summary of PSiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ processing. A continuous radial GRIN PSi template with a parabolic, lens-like phase profile was also transformed. It was found that this phase profile
could be strongly modulated post-oxidation by infiltration with TiO$_2$, as the variable filling capacity across the template led to the GRIN profile being optically inverted.

6.2 Future Directions

The transfer-printing process behind the assembly of heterogeneous PSi-based microcavities in Chapter 2 could most obviously be used to create tunable, hybrid on-chip light sources that are comprised largely of Si. While GaAs was used as a light-emitting module here, it is speculated that a properly designed gain medium, such as a multi-quantum-well structure$^1$, could be used to realize coherent light sources in the 900 nm ~ 1100 nm wavelength regime (i.e., where bulk Si is absorptive). From a broader perspective, the generality of the transfer-printing method, coupled with the unique optical properties of PSi, may offer a new paradigm in the assembly of other PSi-based architectures, including photonic/diffractive hybrids. For example, a PSi DBR can be printed on top of an NOA optical polymer that has been imprinted with a grating feature (Figure 6.1).

![Figure 6.1](image)

**Figure 6.1.** Hybrid element formed by printing a PSi DBR on top of a grating imprinted into a film of Norland Optical Adhesive (NOA). This approach could find use for assembling hybrid diffractive optics.
These hybrid architectures can also be considered for applications outside of photonics. Although not discussed in this dissertation, this concept was applied to interface PSi films with biopolymer membranes, such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), to construct transient electronic brains sensors. Additional opportunities exist in this space to create more complicated PSi/PLGA layered composites with tunable dissolution kinetics and tailored mechanical response to be applied as a platform for transient electronics or drug delivery.

The PSi SMCs developed in Chapter 3 represent an exciting advance in the fabrication of 3D GRIN micro-optics, with the potential to be applied on-chip within photonic integrated circuits to perform polarization-selective operations like conversion or splitting of photonic modes. Future work to this end can consider new geometries and index profile, but the anisotropy of the PSi formation process must be considered. For example, circular geometries do not electrochemically etch in a purely radial fashion (Figure 6.2) with crystalline Si, inhibiting access to complex GRIN optics like Luneburg lenses.

**Figure 6.2.** Observed anisotropy of PSi formation in crystalline Si microcylinders. The higher magnification SEM image (right) clearly shows that the pore formation proceeds along four planes, leading to an internal microstructure with four domains of linear pore trajectory, rather than a universally isotropic radial pore trajectory.
Amorphous Si may offer the potential for radial etches, as electrochemical processing of this nature has been reported with Ge\(^6\), but this would prohibit thick structures like those in this dissertation because of limited film deposition thicknesses. While the anisotropy complicates the application of a PSi GRIN to a circular feature, homogeneous etched circular structures have exhibited interesting behavior in the form of elongated focal depths (Figure 6.3). These extended focal depths are reminiscent of a photonic nanojet, a propagating beam capable of possessing a sub-classical diffraction-limited beam waist propagating over distances many times the wavelength of light\(^7,8\). Photonic nanojets have been proposed for on-chip sensing and detection\(^9,10\) and low-loss optical waveguiding\(^11,12\). Individual PSi microcylinders could represent an interesting new approach for sensitive photonic nanojets, while strings of these could be explored for waveguide-esque optical transport. Moreover, this can be coupled with the thermal oxidation utilized in Chapter 5 to reduce optical losses and reduce the refractive index of the microcylinder relative its surrounding, as this refractive index contrast has a pronounced effect on photonic nanojets\(^7,8\).

**Figure 6.3.** Experimentally measured cross-sectional stacked intensity distribution of a homogeneously etched PSi microcylinder exhibiting an elongated, photonic nanojet-like focus. The photonic nanojet intensity was observed by illuminating the microcylinder from below with a
Figure 6.3 (cont.) collimated TM-polarized with 800 nm wavelength. Measurements were performed by graduate student Aaron Holsteen in the lab of Prof. Mark Brongersma at Stanford University using the same confocal microscope system used in Chapters 3 and 4.

Geometric modifications can also be applied in moving forward with the MLAs demonstrated in Chapter 4. More specifically, future work can aim at maximizing the length of the lenses and minimizing the pitch between lenses to make the MLA more closely resemble a lenticular array. This would maximize the collection area and improve performance if integrated with detector pixels. One drawback with the current version of PSi GRIN MLAs is the presence of the n-type cap in the structure, which, although not quantified in this dissertation, is expected limit optical transmission efficiency because of large interfacial reflectance. To remedy this, one can consider using thin-film deposition to introduce anti-reflection layers on top of the n-type cap. Alternatively, a different capping material can be considered such as Si$_3$N$_4$\textsuperscript{13,14}, which has a lower refractive index than bulk Si and may even have the possibility to be removed after fabrication. Thermal oxidation of these MLAs, as done with PSi templates in Chapter 5, could open up their application space to integration with photovoltaic modules for concentrating solar radiation\textsuperscript{15}. Thermal oxidation is also interesting in light of the above discussion pertaining to the n-type Si cap of the MLA elements, as this bulk Si could potentially be fully oxidized, significantly reducing interfacial reflectance losses.

Considering PSi as a template as in Chapter 5 is a promising approach to extending the functionality of PSi GRIN photonics, including those discussed in Chapters 2 - 4, to visible wavelength operation. Beyond shape-defined PSi formation, other means of more complicated template fabrication should also be considered. One such approach is photo-mediated electrochemical etching\textsuperscript{16}, which can realize very complex and arbitrary GRIN profiles to engineer the phase of light interacting with the structure. Additionally, the recent development of
direct imprint via metal-assisted chemical etching\textsuperscript{17} opens up the possibility of refractive GRIN microlens templates. A flat PSi film with a GRIN profile along its etch depth could be imprinted with a stamp featuring an array of concave features, such that the PSi film becomes an array of convex microlenses that feature an axial GRIN, which can engineered to greatly mitigate third-order geometrical aberrations\textsuperscript{18,19}. Transforming these PSi GRIN templates into PSiO\textsubscript{2} or PSiO\textsubscript{2}/TiO\textsubscript{2} elements would create optically transparent MLAs for applications such as collections optics that increase the effective fill-factor of CCD pixels\textsuperscript{20}.

6.3 References


APPENDIX A

DETERMINING REFRACTIVE INDEX BY THIN-FILM REFLECTANCE AND TRANSMITTANCE SPECTROSCOPY

A.1 Real refractive index of a thin film from reflectance spectrum

The real part of the refractive index \( n \) of a film can be readily extracted based upon the spacing between adjacent maxima (or minima) of the oscillations in the thin-film reflectance spectrum\(^1\). The generalized characterization, which features a film of porous silicon (PSi) on a bulk Si substrate, is displayed in Figure A.1.

\[
\frac{2\pi}{\lambda_m} n \Delta PL_m = 2 \pi m
\]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

where \( \lambda_m \) is the wavelength, \( n \) is the refractive index of the thin-film, and \( \Delta PL \) is the difference in physical path length traveled by rays that reflect off the air/thin-film interface and thin-

---

Figure A.1. (a) Side view schematic of reflected thin film interference that is utilized for characterizing the dispersion curve of the thin film. (b) Representative reflectance versus wavelength curve and the corresponding transcendental equation that is used to extract dispersion information from the reflectance data.
film/substrate interface, respectively. Taking the difference between the \( m \) and \( m + 1 \) orders and rearranging, it can be shown that

\[
n = \frac{1}{\Delta PL} \left( \frac{1}{\lambda_m} - \frac{1}{\lambda_{m+1}} \right)
\]

where \( n \) is assumed to be constant in the spectral region between \( \lambda_m \) and \( \lambda_{m+1} \). The physical path length difference is just the path length traversed by the ray that propagates in the film, which can be determined from the geometry of the problem to be

\[
\Delta PL = \frac{2d}{\cos(\theta_i)}
\]

This can be generalized to the angle of incidence (\( \theta_i \)) using Snell’s Law.

\[
\Delta PL = \frac{2d}{\cos\left(\sin^{-1}\left(\frac{\sin(\theta_i)}{n}\right)\right)}
\]

The final result is a transcendental equation of the form

\[
n = \frac{\cos\left(\sin^{-1}\left(\frac{\sin(\theta_i)}{n}\right)\right)}{2d\left(\frac{1}{\lambda_m} - \frac{1}{\lambda_{m+1}}\right)}
\]

which can easily be solved for \( n \) using a program such as MATLAB. However, this is greatly simplified for reflectance collected at normal incidence, reducing the path length to \( 2d \), which transforms the transcendental equation for determining \( n \) into a closed-form solution.

\[
n = \frac{1}{2d\left(\frac{1}{\lambda_m} - \frac{1}{\lambda_{m+1}}\right)}
\]

For the work in this dissertation, various films of PSi were etched at different current densities and characterized with the above approach by collecting the reflectance spectrum at normal incidence, with the film thickness determined by scanning electron microscope imaging. It should be noted that if the thin film is on top of an optically transparent substrate, then the real part of the refractive index could similarly be extracted from the oscillations in the transmittance spectrum.
A.2 Imaginary refractive index of a thin film from reflectance and transmittance spectra

The imaginary part of the refractive index, also known as the extinction coefficient, indicates the absorptive nature of a material. Thus, the extinction coefficient can be calculated by quantifying material absorption ($A$) through a combination of reflectance ($R$) and transmittance ($T$) spectroscopy given that

$$R + T + A = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

which simply indicates that energy must be conserved. The absorption can be related to the extinction coefficient ($\kappa$) through Beer’s Law in the form

$$A = 1 - e^{-\frac{4\pi \kappa d}{\lambda}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

such that Equation (A.7) can be recast as

$$R + T + 1 - e^{-\frac{4\pi \kappa d}{\lambda}} = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.9)

which simplifies to

$$R + T = e^{-\frac{4\pi \kappa d}{\lambda}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.10)

Thus, by collecting both the reflected and transmitted intensity of a thin film, the extinction coefficient at a particular wavelength ($\lambda$) can be calculated via the expression

$$\kappa = - \left( \frac{\lambda}{4 \pi d} \right) \ln(R + T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.11)

where $d$ is the physical thickness of the thin film, which can be determined by using a technique such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM). It should be noted that this assumes that absorption is only occurring in the thin film and not elsewhere, like the underlying substrate.
A.3 References